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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a patch measurement device, which can be incorporated in a printing apparatus,
for measuring the color density of patches constituting a control strip which is printed on printing paper. Moreover, the
present invention is directed to a corresponding patch measurement method.

Related Art Statement

[0002] There have conventionally been realized printing apparatuses which incorporate a so-called CTP (Computer
To Plate) device, i.e. , a prepressing device (= a printing plate recording device) that generates an image on a printing
plate based on "image-to-print data", i.e., data representing an image to be printed. A printing apparatus of this type,
referred to as a digital printing press, is capable of producing printed materials directly from image data, and therefore
may be suitable for producing a variety of printed materials, each in a relatively few copies, over short periods of time.
While prepress and other processes in such a printing apparatus are automated for ease of operation by operators with
insufficient proficiency, further automation is desired in the adjustment of the amounts of inks and/or dampening water
to be supplied during a printing process.
[0003] The control of ink supply in a conventional printing apparatus is generally realized by means of a separate
console-type color measurement device, where a produced sample print is measured on a table. In this case, there is
a problem in that a human operator needs to take out sample prints from the printing apparatus as necessary to measure
the colors appearing on the printed materials.
[0004] A printing apparatus which realizes automatic control of an ink supply amount, is disclosed in Japanese Patent
No. 2824334, for example. Hereinafter, the disclosed apparatus will be referred to as a "first conventional printing
apparatus. The first conventional printing apparatus previously retains reference image data representing a printed
material that serves as a reference against which to adjust the ink supply amount. Moreover, after producing a printed
material on an internal impression cylinder, the first conventional printing apparatus generates "printed-image data", i.e.,
data representing the actually produced printed material. Furthermore, the first conventional printing apparatus compares
the generated printed-image data and the reference image data to determine whether to increase or decrease the supply
amounts of inks and/or dampening water. Based on the determination result, the first conventional printing apparatus
automatically adjusts the ink supply amounts. Thus, the first conventional printing apparatus has an advantage in that,
since printed-image data is generated within the printing apparatus, there is no need to bother an operator as in the
case of employing a console-type color measurement device.
[0005] However, the printed-image data which is generated from an actually printed material tends to have a relatively
large data size, and so does the reference image data. Therefore, the first conventional printing apparatus has a problem
in that the comparison between the reference image data and the printed-image data consumes substantial time. Another
problem is the need to prepare the reference image data in advance. In these respects, the first conventional printing
apparatus is not suitable for producing relatively few copies of a variety of printed materials, where agility is of the essence.
[0006] A second conventional printing apparatus is known from the prior art which realizes prompt adjustment of the
ink supply amounts by printing not only an image of a subject of printing but also control strips (each comprising a number
of patches) and reference marks on a printed material, and further generating printed-image data, which represents the
control strips and the reference mark, by means of an internal imaging device. The second conventional printing apparatus
further comprises a patch measurement device for measuring color density information of the printed patches on the
basis of the printed-image data. The color density information may include, for example, the density and/or dot percentage
of the printed patches. Thus, the second conventional printing apparatus compares the color density information obtained
by means of the patch measurement device against a previously set reference value to determine whether to increase
or decrease the supply amount of ink or dampening water. Based on this determination result, the second conventional
printing apparatus adjusts the supply amount of ink.
[0007] Now, the specific operation of the aforementioned patch measurement device will be described. FIG. 16A is a
diagram illustrating a printed material S which may be obtained by using the second conventional printing apparatus.
As shown in FIG. 16A, the second conventional printing apparatus prints an image im on printing paper, and thereafter
prints four control strips cs1 to cs4 and three reference marks rm1 to rm3 on the same printing paper. Hereinafter, such
four control strips cs1 to cs4 may collectively be referred to as "control strips cs", and the three reference marks rm1 to
rm3 as "reference marks rm".
[0008] The image im is printed on the printing paper, beginning at a position (hereinafter referred to as a "print start
position") which is located a predetermined gripper margin f away from the leading end of the printing paper. More
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specifically, the image im is progressively printed in the direction of print progress indicated by the arrow (hereinafter
referred to as a "first printing direction"), beginning from the print start position. The image im has a dimension m along
the first printing direction, which is designated according to the image size. The control strips cs and the reference marks
rm are printed beginning at a position which is a predetermined distance n away from the trailing end of the image im.
[0009] As shown in FIG. 16A, the control strips cs are typically printed on the printing paper with predetermined intervals
therebetween along a direction (hereinafter referred to as a "second printing direction") perpendicular to the first printing
direction, and each control strip cs includes a plurality of rectangular-shaped patches arranged in a predetermined order.
Each patch may be a half-tone, linework, or solid image which is printed at a predetermined density in a predetermined
color. FIG. 16B illustrates an exemplary patch pc1.
[0010] As shown in FIG. 16A, the reference mark rm1 is interposed between two adjoining control strips cs2 and cs3.
The reference mark rm2 is interposed between the control strips cs1 and cs2, and the reference mark rm3 is interposed
between the control strips cs3 and cs4. As such, the reference marks rm1 to rm3 serve as references based on which
to detect the positions of the control strips cs1 to cs4. Typically, as exemplified by the reference mark rm 1 shown in
FIG. 16B, a reference mark comprises two bars b1 and b2 which run parallel to the first printing direction, and a cross
mark c interposed between the bars b1 and b2. Each patch is printed at a position which is predetermined distances
away --along the first and second printing directions-- from a crosspoint p of the cross mark c. For example, the patch
pc1 is printed so that the center thereof is at a distance a (along the first printing direction) and at a distance b (along
the second printing direction) from the crosspoint p of the reference mark rm1.
[0011] The printed-image data representing the printed material S is generated by capturing an image of the printed
material S within the printing apparatus, and passed to the patch measurement device. Assuming that the patch pc1 is
currently to be processed by the patch measurement device, the patch measurement device first detects the crosspoint
p of the reference mark rm1. Furthermore, the patch measurement device estimates that a position which is at the
distance a (along the first printing direction) and at the distance b (along the second printing direction) from the detected
crosspoint p should be the center position of the patch pc1 which is currently to be processed. Thereafter, the patch
measurement device measures the color density information of the patch pc1 at the estimated position.
[0012] On the other hand, each reference mark rm, which is printed in a single color of B (black), is a mark used for
positioning purposes. On the immediately upper side of a region In which the control strips cs are printed (closer to
where the image im is printed) is a predetermined blank region which is purposely left white, i.e., no images are printed.
It is ensured that the bars b1 and b2 are longer than the width (along the first printing direction) of the region in which
the control strips cs are printed, and long enough to encompass part of the blank region. Accordingly, any region in
which a detectable portion of the bars b1 and b2 appears along the first printing direction can be determined as part of
the region in which the control strips cs are printed, and/or part of the blank region.
[0013] In order to detect a reference mark rm from the printed-image data, the second conventional printing apparatus
employs pattern recognition technique. The method for detecting a reference mark rm begins by previously obtaining a
pixel pattern of the neighborhood of the center of the cross mark c interposed between the bars b1 and b2 in the reference
mark rm. FIG. 17 illustrates an exemplary pixel pattern of an α region, which is in the neighborhood of the center of the
cross mark c shown in FIG. 16B. For ease of understanding, the illustrated example is made purposely schematic. A
center line β of the cross mark c consists of: two black pixels on each side (constituting the width of each of the bars b1
and b2); a white pixel interposed between a horizontal stroke of the cross mark c and each of the bars b1 and b2; and
seven black pixels composing the entire horizontal stroke of the cross mark c. Next, it is determined whether or not the
pixel pattern of the center line β shown in FIG. 17 is contained in the captured printed-image data while shifting the
examined pixels one by one. This technique is applied with respect to each of the X and Y directions (which are per-
pendicular to each other) on a memory storing the printed-image data.
[0014] Correlation coefficients are employed in the calculations use for matching the pixel pattern against the printed-
image data. For example, the pixel pattern of the above-described center line β can be expressed in a binary representation
"1101111111011". Correlation coefficients ρ are sequentially calculated with respect to a key pattern x (i.e., the line β)
and subject data y (i.e., data to be matched against the key pattern x), while shifting the subject data y by one pixel.
Specifically, the line β used as the key pattern x is:
x=(1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1).
The subject data y is:
y= (y-6, y-5, y-4, y-3, y-2, y-1, y0, y+1, y+2, y+3, y+4, y+5, y+6)
The correlation coefficient ρ is expressed as:
ρ=([x]*[y])/(σx�σy).
[0015] Note, however, that the term [x]*[y] in the above equation is defined as a sum of the multiplication products of
corresponding elements of the respective matrices, as opposed to a mathematical product (|x|*|y|)of the two matrices
in the traditional sense. Specifically, if each matrix consists of one row � three columns, then
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under the above definition. Note that σ x is a standard deviation of the key pattern x, and σ y is a standard deviation of
the subject data y. The calculated correlation coefficients are compared, and the position associated with the highest
correlation coefficient is regarded as the position of the reference mark rm.
[0016] Next, the problems associated with the above-described patch measurement device will be described. As
mentioned above, each control strip cs includes a plurality of patches which are arranged along the second printing
direction. In the case where there are fifteen ink keys in the printing apparatus, the total number of patches would be
60 or more. However, due to limited spaces being available for printing the patches pc and the reference marks rm, the
total number of reference marks rm which are printed on the printing paper is disproportionately small relative to the
large number of patches. Even if an increased number of reference marks rm is employed, it would only invite an increase
in the detection frequency of the reference marks rm, thereby resulting in more time being consumed for measuring the
color density information. In this respect, the total number of reference marks rm should be minimized. However, em-
ploying a small number of reference marks rm has a disadvantage in that the prescribed distance from each reference
mark rm to each patch becomes more prone to error as the number of reference marks rm is decreased. Specifically,
a greater error is expected for patches which are disposed father away from the reference mark rm. The effect of such
errors is that the patch measurement device may erroneously measure the color density information related to positions
not corresponding to the patch centers. Thus, inaccurate color density information may be obtained.
[0017] Moreover, the above-described printing apparatus is constructed so that printed-image data is generated as
the printed material S is read by an internal imaging device. However, since the printed material S is read during its
transportation, the read position of the printed material S may fluctuate. Moreover, due to recoil actions of the printed
material S during its transportation, pixels which normally compose a rectangular-shaped patch may present a parallel-
ogram or diamond-shaped congregation in the printed-image data. In that case, even if the distances a and b (for the
first and second printing directions, respectively) are added to the coordinates of the crosspoint p which is detected from
the printed-image data, the result may not indicate the proper center of the patch pc1. In this respect, too, the conventional
patch measurement device may not be able to measure accurate color density information.
[0018] Furthermore, since the calculation of correlation coefficients used in the detection of the reference marks rm
involves division by the standard deviations of the key pattern x and the subject data y, any pattern which happens to
resemble the key pattern x may produce a large correlation coefficient ρ, irrespective of the data sizes (signal intensities)
of the respective pixels, thus falsely indicating a strong correlation.
[0019] In other words, if a pattern resembling the key pattern x happens to be present in the neighborhood of a
reference mark rm due to flares in the optical system and print smears, that pattern may erroneously be recognized as
a reference mark rm, however weak the signal levels of such pixels may be. This will hinder the detection of the actual
reference mark rm, and an incorrect position may instead be detected. Consequently, since the position of the reference
mark rm is not properly detected, it becomes impossible to detect the patches pc composing the associated control
strips cs, so that the color density information of the patches pc cannot be measured.
[0020] Moreover, printing position detection and correction methods for a printing device are known from the prior art
document EP-A-0 705 784. For example, a printing state detection and correction method for a printing device is disclosed
in this prior art document, wherein the improvement consists in that, when a pattern or letters are continuously and
suitably printed onto a strip-shaped article subjected to printing by means of a duplicator to form a print portion, a variable
density indicating portion to serve as a standard for judgement of variable density of each color is printed in the same
manner using ink used for the formation of the print portion at a proper position around the print portion to be printed.
At first, a standard variable density for each color of the variable density indicating portion is registered as data. Next,
a CCD camera is installed at a proper position through which the strip-shaped printed article after printing passes,
wherein the variable density indicating portion is monitored by means of the CCD camera to detect the variable density.
By means of use of the data obtained thereby, the variable density for each color is compared with said standard variable
density for each color, and instruction of correction is not given when the error is within a range of setting of the standard,
or instruction of correction is given to a control portion of the printing device when the error is outside the range of setting
of the standard so as to control and adjust a sending amount of ink.
[0021] Furthermore, a system for maintaining an ink density is known from the prior art document US-A-5 992 318.
According to this prior art document, a system for a printing press is provided which maintains the density of the colored
ink put down on a moving paper web. The system includes a scanning device having a strobe light for illuminating a
color patch in a color bar which runs transversely across the web, a camera for photographing the illuminated color
patch and a step motor for moving the scanner incrementally across the web. Actuation of the scanner is timed through
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a microprocessor using input from an optical sensor and encoder. A signal is sent from the camera to a computer which
determines the density of the color patch shot. A work station calculates how much the existing ink control console must
be adjusted to maintain density and a command signal is sent from the work station to the console to effect the adjustment.
Lateral movement of the scanning means is offset or adjusted dependent on signals received from edge detectors,
located at the press infeed and at the closed loop roller stand, to compensate for web lateral movement or distortion.
[0022] Beyond that, a sensing head assembly for a multi-color printing press on-line densitometer is known from the
prior art document US-A-4 003 660. This known sensing head assembly for a multi-color printing press on-line densit-
ometer is movably mounted on support members that extend across the width of a printed web of paper that has printed
thereon, in addition to the printed matter being monitored, a plurality of spaced-apart color bars that extend across the
width of the paper at predetermined Intervals along its length. During operation, the sensing head assembly is traversed
back and forth across the width of the material in a manner such that the sensing head assembly views a selected color
bar at different points along the width and length of the printed web of material. At least two high luminance lamps are
mounted within the sensing head housing for projecting light through a window onto a specimen plane of the material
being printed to thereby define an inspection zone for illuminating a single selected color bar at any point along the width
and length of the printed material. A receptor objective lens having a maximum numerical aperture views the area of
the printed material passing through the inspection zone and illuminated by the high luminance lamps and projecting
an image plane through an aperture plate that is located in a position just below the best focused color bar image. The
aperture plate has a respective aperture opening for each discrete elemental color area comprising the color bar and
high impedance semiconductor light sensitive photodetector cells are positioned to allow a respective elemental color
light passing through the respective aperture openings to impinge on their light sensitive surface. If desired, respective
complimentary color filter elements may be positioned intermediate the aperture openings and the photodetectors.
[0023] Also, an apparatus for performing a densitometric measurement of print products is known from the prior art
document EP-A-1 084 843.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0024] Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide a patch measurement device and a corresponding
method which can measure accurate color density information of patches composing a control strip based on accurate
detection of the patch positions, even if the read position on the printed material fluctuates or if recoil or other actions
of the printed material occur. This object is achieved by a patch measurement device according to claim 1 and a patch
measurement method according to claim 7. Advantageous embodiments of the invention are subject-matter of the
dependent claims.
[0025] An aspect not according to the present invention is directed to a patch measurement device for measuring
color density of a patch in a control strip printed on paper, the paper having a reference mark for facilitating positioning
printed at a predetermined distance from the patch, wherein the patch measurement device comprises: a storage section
for storing imaged data representing at least the control strip and the reference mark on the paper; a reference mark
detection section for detecting the reference mark based on the imaged data stored in the storage section; a pixel
extraction section for extracting, from the imaged data stored in the storage section, pixels composing the patch and
surrounding pixels by referring to the reference mark detected by the reference mark detection section; a patch position
detection section for detecting a position of the patch based on values of the pixel extracted by the pixel extraction
section; and a color density measurement section for measuring color density of the patch based on the value of at least
one pixel located at the position detected by the patch position detection section.
[0026] According to the above-described structure, the pixel extraction section extracts pixels composing the patch
and its surrounding periphery, based on the predetermined relative position of the patch with respect to the reference
mark. Specifically, the pixel extraction section roughly selects the patch and its surrounding pixels. Thereafter, the patch
position detection section detects the patch position from the pixels extracted by the pixel extraction section. As a result,
the patch position can be detected fast and accurately. Thus, a patch measurement device which is capable of accurate
color density measurement can be provided.
[0027] The patch position detection section may comprise: a data sequence extraction section for extracting a prede-
termined number of data sequences from the pixels extracted by the pixel extraction section, each data sequence being
composed of a predetermined number of pixel values encompassing a portion of the patch; and a distribution calculation
section for calculating, for each data sequence extracted by the data sequence extraction section, a distribution profile
of the pixel values composing the data sequence, wherein the patch position detection section may detect the position
of the patch based on the distribution profiles calculated by the distribution calculation section. Thus, the patch position
can be detected accurately and efficiently.
[0028] The distribution calculation section may input the pixel values composing each data sequence to a predeter-
mined function to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile, wherein the patch position detection section may detect
a center of the patch based on the kurtoses calculated by the distribution calculation section, and wherein the color
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density measurement section may measure the color density of the patch based on the value of at least one pixel located
at the center of the patch detected by the patch position detection section. In this case, the center of the patch can be
detected as the patch position, thereby realizing stable color density measurement.
[0029] The predetermined function may be a Kurt function. Thus, the patch position can be easily detected.
[0030] The patch printed on the paper may be rectangular-shaped; the imaged data may include M�N pixels (where
M and N are natural numbers) representing the patch, along a first dimension direction and a second dimension direction,
respectively, wherein the second dimension direction is perpendicular to the first dimension direction, wherein, from the
imaged data stored in the storage section, the pixel extraction section may extract P�Q pixel values composing the
patch and a surrounding periphery thereof by referring to the reference mark detected by the reference mark detection
section, wherein P is the number of pixels present along the first dimension direction and Q is the number of pixels
present along the second dimension direction, wherein, from each row of P pixels present along the first dimension
direction extracted by the pixel extraction section, the data sequence extraction section may extract data sequences
each composed of R pixel values (where R is a natural number smaller than P), the respective data sequences being
shifted by one pixel along the first dimension direction and containing different sets of R pixel values, wherein, for each
data sequence, the distribution calculation section may input the R pixel values composing the data sequence to the
predetermined Kurt function to calculate the kurtosis of the distribution profile, and wherein, based on the kurtoses of
the distribution profiles calculated by the distribution calculation section, the patch position detection section may detect
a center of the patch for each of the Q rows present along the second dimension direction. In this case, the pixel extraction
section extracts pixels composing the patch and its surrounding periphery, based on the predetermined relative position
of the patch with respect to the reference mark. Specifically, the pixel extraction section roughly selects P � Q pixels
composing the patch and its surrounding periphery. Thereafter, the patch position detection section detects the patch
position from the P�Q pixels extracted by the pixel extraction section. As a result, the patch position detection section
can detect the patch center position fast and accurately.
[0031] R may be an odd number greater than M. Thus, the pixel extraction section extracts data sequences each
composed of R pixel values, where R is an odd number greater than the first dimension of the patch. As a result, the
patch position detection section can detect the patch center position with certainty.
[0032] The reference mark detection section may comprise: an image pattern extraction section for extracting from
the imaged data an image pattern approximately corresponding to a predetermined reference pixel pattern of the reference
mark, the image pattern being sequentially shifted by a predetermined number of pixels; a correlation coefficient calcu-
lation section for calculating a correlation coefficient by subtracting, from a sum of multiplication products of corresponding
elements of the reference pixel pattern and the image pattern, a sum of multiplication products of corresponding elements
of an inverted pixel pattern of the reference pixel pattern and the image pattern; and a reference mark position detection
section for detecting a maximum value among a number of said correlation coefficients calculated by the correlation
coefficient calculation section, and determining the position of the pixel associated with the maximum value as the
position of the reference mark on the paper. Thus, by calculating a correlation coefficient with respect to a reference
pixel pattern representing the reference mark by means of the correlation coefficient calculation section, whereby the
signal levels and shape thereof can be known with certainty. Therefore, the reference mark can be accurately detected
from the paper. Thus, a clearly high correlation can be detected relative to any pixels having signal levels close to those
of the key pattern or any pattern resembling the key pattern due to flares in the optical system and print smears. The
calculation of correlation coefficients can be realized by employing a simple formula, without having to calculate con-
ventionally-used standard deviations. Thus, the reference mark detection process is facilitated, and the processing speed
can be enhanced.
[0033] The calculation of the correlation coefficient by the correlation coefficient calculation section may comprise
dividing the reference pixel pattern and the inverted pixel pattern, each by a weighting factor representative of a pattern
shape of the respective pattern. In this case, correlation coefficients are calculated by applying weighting in accordance
with the reference pixel pattern. Thus, the correlation coefficients can be processed by using the same evaluation
standard for reference pixel patterns having different shapes or signal levels.
[0034] The imaged data stored in the storage section may be generated for each of RGB colors, and wherein the
correlation coefficient calculation section may calculate the correlation coefficient for imaged data of each of RGB colors,
in accordance with the color of the reference mark. In this case, correlation coefficients are calculated for imaged data
of each of RGB colors in accordance with the color of the reference mark. Thus, the patch measurement device can be
employed without limitations on the color of the reference mark used.
[0035] The patch measurement device may be provided in a printing apparatus for printing a plurality of colors on the
paper, and wherein the imaged data may be generated by imaging the control strip and the reference mark while the
paper is being transported in a sheet form in the printing apparatus while being gripped at one end thereof. Thus, by
employing the patch measurement device as an in-line component of a printing apparatus which is capable of multi-
color printing, it is possible to measure the color density of the patch while the paper is being transported in a sheet form
while being gripped at one end thereof.
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[0036] The printing apparatus may be of a type including a prepressing mechanism for forming, based on image data
representing a subject image to be printed, printing the subject image, the control strip and the reference mark on a
printing plate. Thus, the color density of a patch which is produced through prepressing and printing in a printing apparatus
which is capable of multi-color printing can be measured, and the measurement result can be used for controlling the
printing apparatus.
[0037] The present invention is directed to a patch measurement device for measuring color density of a patch in a
control strip printed on paper, wherein the patch measurement device comprises: a storage section for storing imaged
data representing the control strip on the paper; a patch position detection section for detecting a position of the patch
based on the values of pixels composing the imaged data stored in the storage section; and a color density measurement
section for measuring color density of the patch whose position is detected by the patch position detection section.
[0038] The imaged data may comprise pixels representing the patch, and wherein the patch position detection section
may comprise: a data sequence extraction section for extracting a predetermined number of data sequences from the
imaged data stored in the storage section, each data sequence being composed of a predetermined number of pixel
values encompassing a portion of the patch and a surrounding periphery thereof; and a distribution calculation section
for calculating, for each data sequence extracted by the data sequence extraction section, a distribution profile of the
pixel values composing the data sequence, wherein the patch position detection section may detect the position of the
patch based on the distribution profiles calculated by the distribution calculation section.
[0039] The distribution calculation section may input the pixel values composing each data sequence to a predeter-
mined function to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile, wherein the patch position detection section may detect
a center of the patch based on the kurtoses calculated by the distribution calculation section, and wherein the color
density measurement section may measure the color density of the patch based on the value of at least one pixel located
at the center of the patch detected by the patch position detection section.
[0040] The predetermined function may be a Kurt function.
[0041] Thus, in accordance with the invention, the patch position detection section can directly derive a patch position
from the pixels composing the imaged data, as opposed to the conventional technique of identifying a patch position
based solely on the relative position of a patch with respect to reference mark. Thus, the patch position can be accurately
detected. As a result, a patch measurement device which is capable of accurate color density measurement can be
provided.
[0042] A reference mark may be printed on the paper at a predetermined distance from the patch; and the imaged
data may comprise at least one pixel representing the reference mark, wherein the patch measurement device may
further comprise a reference mark detection section for detecting the reference mark based on the imaged data stored
in the storage section, and wherein the patch position detection section may further comprise a pixel extraction section
for extracting, from the imaged data stored in the storage section, pixels composing the patch and surrounding pixels
by referring to the reference mark detected by the reference mark detection section, and wherein the data sequence
extraction section may extract a predetermined number of data sequences from the pixels extracted by the pixel extraction
section, each data sequence being composed of a predetermined number of pixel values encompassing a portion of
the patch. In this case, the pixel extraction section extracts pixels composing the patch and its surrounding periphery,
based on the predetermined relative position of the patch with respect to the reference mark. Specifically, the pixel
extraction section roughly selects the patch and its surrounding pixels. Thereafter, the patch position detection section
detects the patch position from the pixels extracted by the pixel extraction section. As a result, the patch position can
be detected fast and accurately.
[0043] The patch printed on the paper may be rectangular-shaped; the imaged data may include M�N pixels (where
M and N are natural numbers) representing the patch, along a first dimension direction and a second dimension, re-
spectively, wherein the second dimension direction is perpendicular to the first dimension direction, wherein, from the
imaged data stored in the storage section, the pixel extraction section may extract P� Q pixel values composing the
patch and a surrounding periphery thereof by referring to the reference mark detected by the reference mark detection
section, wherein P is the number of pixels present along the first dimension direction and Q is the number of pixels
present along the second dimension direction, wherein, from each row of P pixels present along the first dimension
direction extracted by the pixel extraction section, the data sequence extraction section may extract data sequences
each composed of R pixel values (where R is a natural number smaller than P), the respective data sequences being
shifted by one pixel along the first dimension direction and containing different sets of R pixel values, wherein, for each
data sequence, the distribution calculation section may input the R pixel values composing the data sequence to the
predetermined Kurt function to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile, and wherein, based on the kurtoses of the
distribution profiles calculated by the distribution calculation section, the patch position detection section may detect a
center of the patch for each of the Q rows present along the second dimension direction. In this case, the pixel extraction
section extracts pixels composing the patch and its surrounding periphery, based on the predetermined relative position
of the patch with respect to the reference mark. Specifically, the pixel extraction section roughly selects P �Q pixels
composing the patch and its surrounding periphery. Thereafter, the patch position detection section detects the patch
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position from the P�Q pixels extracted by the pixel extraction section. As a result, the patch position detection section
can detect the patch center position fast and accurately.
[0044] R may be an odd number greater than M. Thus, the pixel extraction section extracts data sequences each
composed of R pixel values, where R is an odd number greater than the first dimension of the patch. As a result, the
patch position detection section can detect the patch center position with certainty.
[0045] The patch measurement device may be provided in a printing apparatus for printing a plurality of colors on the
paper, and wherein the imaged data may be generated by imaging the control strip and the reference mark while the
paper is being transported in a sheet form in the printing apparatus while being gripped at one end thereof. Thus, by
employing the patch measurement device as an in-line component of a printing apparatus which is capable of multi-
color printing, it is possible to measure the color density of’the patch while the paper is being transported in a sheet form
while being gripped at one end thereof.
[0046] An aspect not according to the present invention is directed to a patch measurement method for measuring
color density of a patch in a control strip printed on paper, the paper having a reference mark for facilitating positioning
printed at a predetermined distance from the patch, wherein the patch measurement method comprises: a storage step
of storing imaged data representing at least the control strip and the reference mark on the paper; a reference mark
detection step of detecting the reference mark based on the imaged data stored by the storage step; a pixel extraction
step of extracting, from the imaged data stored by the storage step, pixels composing the patch and surrounding pixels
by referring to the reference mark detected by the reference mark detection step; a patch position detection step of
detecting a position of the patch based on values of the pixel extracted by the pixel extraction step; and a color density
measurement step of measuring color density of the patch based on the value of at least one pixel located at the position
detected by the patch position detection step.
[0047] According to the above-described structure, the pixel extraction step extracts pixels composing the patch and
its surrounding periphery, based on the predetermined relative position of the patch with respect to the reference mark.
Specifically, the pixel extraction step roughly selects the patch and its surrounding pixels. Thereafter, the patch position
detection step detects the patch position from the pixels extracted by the pixel extraction step. As a result, the patch
position can be detected fast and accurately. Thus, a patch measurement device which is capable of accurate color
density measurement can be provided.
[0048] The imaged data may comprise pixels representing the patch, and wherein the patch position detection step
may comprise: a data sequence extraction step of extracting a predetermined number of data sequences from the pixels
extracted by the pixel extraction step, each data sequence being composed of a predetermined number of pixel values
encompassing a portion of the patch; and a distribution calculation step of calculating, for each data sequence extracted
by the data sequence extraction step, a distribution profile of the pixel values composing the data sequence, wherein
the patch position detection step may detect the position of the patch based on the distribution profiles calculated by the
distribution calculation step.
[0049] The distribution calculation step may input the pixel values composing each data sequence to a predetermined
function to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile, wherein the patch position detection step may detect a center
of the patch based on the kurtoses calculated by the distribution calculation step, and wherein the color density meas-
urement step may measure the color density of the patch based on the value of at least one pixel located at the center
of the patch detected by the patch position detection step.
[0050] The predetermined function may be a Kurt function.
[0051] The patch printed on the paper may be rectangular-shaped; the imaged data may include MXN pixels (where
M and N are natural numbers) representing the patch, along a first dimension direction and a second dimension, re-
spectively, wherein the second dimension direction is perpendicular to the first dimension direction, wherein, from the
imaged data stored by the storage step, the pixel extraction step may extract P�Q pixel values composing the patch
and a surrounding periphery thereof by referring to the reference mark detected by the reference mark detection step,
wherein P is the number of pixels present along the first dimension direction and Q is the number of pixels present along
the second dimension direction, wherein, from each row of P pixels present along the first dimension direction extracted
by the pixel extraction step, the data sequence extraction step may extract data sequences each composed of R pixel
values (where R is a natural number smaller than P), the respective data sequences being shifted by one pixel along
the first dimension direction and containing different sets of R pixel values, wherein, for each data sequence, the distri-
bution calculation step may input the R pixel values composing the data sequence to the predetermined Kurt function
to calculate the kurtosis of the distribution profile, and wherein, based on the kurtoses of the distribution profiles calculated
by the distribution calculation step, the patch position detection step may detect a center of the patch for each of the Q
rows present along the second dimension direction.
[0052] R may be an odd number greater than M.
[0053] The reference mark detection step may comprise: an image pattern extraction step of extracting from the
imaged data an image pattern approximately corresponding to a predetermined reference pixel pattern of the reference
mark, the image pattern being sequentially shifted by a predetermined number of pixels; a correlation coefficient calcu-
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lation step of calculating a correlation coefficient by subtracting, from a sum of multiplication products of corresponding
elements of the reference pixel pattern and the image pattern, a sum of multiplication products of corresponding elements
of an inverted pixel pattern of the reference pixel pattern and the image pattern; and a reference mark position detection
step of detecting a maximum value among a number of said correlation coefficients calculated by the correlation coefficient
calculation step, and determining the position of the pixel associated with the maximum value as the position of the
reference mark on the paper.
[0054] The calculation of the correlation coefficient by the correlation coefficient calculation step may comprise dividing
the reference pixel pattern and the inverted pixel pattern, each by a weighting factor representative of a pattern shape
of the respective pattern.
[0055] The imaged data stored by the storage step may be generated for each of RGB colors, and wherein the
correlation coefficient calculation step may calculate the correlation coefficient for imaged data of each of RGB colors,
in accordance with the color of the reference mark.
[0056] The imaged data may be generated by imaging the control strip and the reference mark while the paper is
being transported in a sheet form while being gripped at one end thereof.
[0057] The present invention is directed to a patch measurement method for measuring color density of a patch in a
control strip printed on paper, wherein the patch measurement method comprises: a storage step of storing imaged data
representing the control strip on the paper; a patch position detection step of detecting a position of the patch based on
the values of pixels composing the imaged data stored by the storage step; and a color density measurement step of
measuring color density of the patch whose position is detected by the patch position detection step.
[0058] The imaged data may comprise pixels representing the patch, and wherein the patch position detection step
may comprise: a data sequence extraction step of extracting a predetermined number of data sequences from the
imaged data stored by the storage step, each data sequence being composed of a predetermined number of pixel values
encompassing a portion of the patch and a surrounding periphery thereof; and a distribution calculation step of calculating,
for each data sequence extracted by the data sequence extraction step, a distribution profile of the pixel values composing
the data sequence, wherein the patch position detection step may detect the position of the patch based on the distribution
profiles calculated by the distribution calculation step.
[0059] The distribution calculation step may input the pixel values composing each data sequence to a predetermined
function to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile, wherein the patch position detection step may detect a center
of the patch based on the kurtoses calculated by the distribution calculation step, and wherein the color density meas-
urement step may measure the color density of the patch based on the value of at least one pixel located at the center
of the patch detected by the patch position detection step.
[0060] Thus, in accordance with the invention, the patch position detection step can directly derive a patch position
from the pixels composing the imaged data, as opposed to the conventional technique of identifying a patch position
based solely on the relative position of a patch with respect to reference mark. Thus, the patch position can be accurately
detected. As a result, accurate color density measurement can be provided.
[0061] These and other objects, features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent
from the following detailed description of the present invention when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0062]

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating the structure of a printing system incorporating a patch measurement
device 27 according to a first or second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating the detailed structure of a terminal 1 shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a schematic side view illustrating a prepressing mechanism 22 and a printing mechanism 23 shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a schematic side view illustrating the detailed structures of a discharge unit 241 shown in FIG. 3 and an
imaging device 26 according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a diagram for specifically describing two imaging units 2602 shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram illustrating the detailed structure of the patch measurement device 27 shown
in FIG. 1;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a flow of control by the printing system shown in FIG. 1 up to the completion of a
printing process;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the detailed procedure of the process performed at step 5 in FIG. 7 according to the
first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9A is a diagram illustrating pixels composing a patch pc1;
FIG. 9B is a diagram illustrating pixels which are extracted at step S14 in FIG. 7;
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating the principles behind the processes of steps S16 and S17 in FIG. 8;
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FIG. 11 is a schematic side view illustrating the detailed structures of the discharge unit 241 shown in FIG. 3 and
the imaging device 26 according to the second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a diagram for specifically describing two imaging units 2602 shown in FIG. 11;
FIG. 13 is a functional block diagram illustrating the detailed structure of a patch measurement device 27i according
to the second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating the detailed procedure of the process performed at step S5 in FIG. 7 according to
the second embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating the detailed procedure of the process performed at step S56 in FIG. 14;
FIG. 16A is a diagram illustrating control strips cs and reference marks rm on a printed material S;
FIG. 16B is an enlarged view of the control strips cs and reference marks rm shown in FIG. 16A; and
FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary pixel pattern of an α region which is in the neighborhood of the center
of a cross mark c shown in FIG. 16B.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

(first embodiment)

[0063] FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating the structure of a printing system incorporating a patch meas-
urement device 27 according to a first embodiment of the present invention. Via a network, a terminal 1 and a printing
apparatus 2 are coupled to the printing system shown in FIG. 1 so as to be capable of communicating with each another.
[0064] The terminal 1, which lies external to the printing apparatus 2, is a computer system comprising a CPU, a main
storage device, a display device, an input device, and an auxiliary storage device. By operating the terminal 1, an operator
edits or generates data based on which an image is formed on a printing plate (hereinafter referred to as "image-to-print
data Dpg"), and transmits the image-to-print data Dpg to the printing apparatus 2. As already described with reference
to FIGS. 16A and 16B, the image-to-print data Dpg represents an image im (as a main subject of printing by the printing
apparatus 2), four control strips cs1 to cs4, and three reference marks rm1 to rm3. Hereinafter, the four control strips
cs1 to cs4 may collectively be referred to as "control strips cs", and the three reference marks rm1 to rm3 as "reference
marks rm".
[0065] The printing apparatus 2 produces a printing plate based on the image-to-print data Dpg received from the
terminal 1. The printing apparatus 2 transfers the ink which has been supplied to the produced printing plate onto a
printing paper, gradually proceeding in a direction of print progress indicated by an arrow in FIGS. 16A and 16B (hereinafter
referred to as a "first printing direction"). Thus, the printing apparatus 2 prints the image im shown in FIG. 16A, followed
by the four control strips cs1 to cs4 and the three reference marks rm1 to rm3.
[0066] The image im is printed on the printing paper, beginning at a position (hereinafter referred to as a "print start
position") which is located a predetermined gripper margin f away from the leading end of the printing paper. More
specifically, the image im is progressively printed in the first printing direction, beginning from the print start position.
The image im has a dimension m along the first printing direction, which is to be designated according to the image size.
The control strips cs and the reference marks rm are printed beginning at a position which is a predetermined distance
n away from the trailing end of the image im. Therefore, the positions of the control strips cs and the reference marks
rm on the printed material S along the first printing direction can be easily determined.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 16A, the control strips cs are typically printed side by side on the printing material S with
predetermined intervals therebetween along a direction (hereinafter referred to as a "second printing direction") perpen-
dicular to the first printing direction, and each control strip cs includes a plurality of rectangular-shaped patches arranged
in a predetermined order. Each patch may be a half-tone, linework, or solid image which is printed with a predetermined
density in a predetermined color. FIG. 16B illustrates an exemplary patch pc1.
[0068] As shown in FIG. 16A, the reference mark rm1 is interposed between two adjoining control strips cs2 and cs3.
The reference mark rm2 is interposed between the control strips cs1 and cs2, and the reference mark rm3 is interposed
between the control strips cs3 and cs4. As such, the reference marks rm1 to rm3 serve as references based on which
to detect the positions of the control strips cs1 to cs4. Typically, as exemplified by the reference mark rm 1 shown in
FIG. 16B, a reference mark comprises two bars b1 and b2 which run parallel to the first printing direction, and a cross
mark c interposed between the bars b1 and b2. Each patch is printed at a position which is predetermined distances
away --along the first and second printing directions-- from a crosspoint p of the cross mark c. For example, the patch
pc1 is printed so that the center thereof is at a distance a (along the first printing direction) and at a distance b (along
the second printing direction) from the crosspoint p of the reference mark rm1. The image-to-print data Dpg is generated
in such a manner that the control strip cs1 and cs4 are positioned in a point-symmetrical relationship around the crosspoint
p of the reference mark rm1, and that the control strips cs2 and cs3 are positioned in a similar point-symmetrical
relationship.
[0069] On the other hand, each reference mark rm, which is printed in a single color of B (black), is a mark used for
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positioning purposes. On the immediately upper side of where the control strips cs are printed (closer to where the image
im is printed) is a predetermined blank region which is purposely left white, i.e., no images are printed. It is ensured that
the bars b1 and b2 are longer than the width (along the first printing direction) of the region in which the control strips
cs are printed, and long enough to encompass part of the blank region. Accordingly, the positions of the control strips
cs and the reference marks rm on the printed material S can be easily determined in accordance with the predetermined
distance n from the trailing end of the image im. Based on the determined positions, any region in which a detectable
portion of the bars b1 and b2 appears along the first printing direction can be determined as part of the region in which
the control strips cs are printed, and/or part of the blank region.
[0070] Hereinafter, the details of the terminal 1 for producing the aforementioned image-to-print data Dpg will be
described with reference to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating the detailed structure of the terminal
1 shown in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 2, the terminal 1 comprises a data storage section 11, a color chart addition section
12, an RIP processing section 13, and a deployed position calculation section 14. The data storage section 11 previously
stores color chart data Dcc representing the reference marks rm and control strips cs. Subject image data Dtg representing
the image im to be printed is externally supplied to the color chart addition section 12. As described above, the subject
image data Dtg is generated or edited by the terminal 1. The color chart addition section 12 adds the color chart data
Dcc (which is stored in the data storage section 11) to the received subject image data Dtg. The RIP processing section
13 performs an RIP-process (Raster-Image-Processing) for the subject image data Dtg to which the color chart data
Dcc has been added, thereby generating the aforementioned image-to-print data Dpg in the form of binary data. The
RIP processing section 13 transmits the generated image-to-print data Dpg to a print control section 21 in the printing
apparatus 2 via the network.
[0071] According to the first embodiment, the color chart addition section 12 automatically performs the aforementioned
processes in accordance with a predetermined deployment condition, e.g., "add control strips cs and reference marks
rm at a position following the image im to be printed" . Alternatively, an operator may manually determine how the control
strips cs are deployed.
[0072] The deployed position calculation section 14 calculates the positions of the control strips cs and the reference
marks rm. For example, if the predetermined deployment condition used in the color chart addition section 12 is "add
control strips cs and reference marks rm at a position following the image im to be printed", the deployed position
calculation section 14 can calculate the position of the control strips cs and the reference marks rm on the printing paper
by adding the predetermined gripper margin f and the dimension m of the image im (see FIG. 16A). Herein, the terminal
1 may derive the dimension m of the image im directly from the aforementioned subject image data Dtg, or the dimension
m may be obtained from an external image data generation device (not shown) which actually generated the subject
image data Dtg. Via the network, the deployed position calculation section 14 transmits the thus-calculated deployed
position to the print control section 21 in. the printing apparatus 2 as deployed position information Dpn. In the case
where an operator deploys the control strips cs and the reference marks rm at arbitrary positions, the deployed position
calculation section 14 may calculate the deployed position based on the relative positions of the control strips cs and
the reference marks rm with respect to the image im represented by the subject image data Dtg.
[0073] Referring back to FIG. 1, the printing apparatus 2 comprises: the print control section 21, a prepressing mech-
anism 22, a printing mechanism 23, an imaging device 26, and the patch measurement device 27. The print control
section 21, which is a computer system realized by means of a CPU mounted on a substrate, controls the prepressing
mechanism 22 and the printing mechanism 23 via various interfaces. In a typical process, the print control section 21
receives image-to-print data Dpg from the terminal 1 via the network, and sends the received image-to-print data Dpg
to the prepressing mechanism 22. In another typical process, the print control section 21 receives the deployed position
information Dpn from the terminal 1 via the network and sends the deployed position information Dpn to the patch
measurement device 27. Furthermore, based on color density information Dct (described later) provided from the patch
measurement device 27, the print control section 21 generates deployed position information Dpn, which is used for
adjusting the supply amounts of ink and/or dampening water used in the printing mechanism 23 (described later).
[0074] Based on the image-to-print data Dpg sent from the print control section 21, the prepressing mechanism 22
forms an image on a printing plate.. By employing a printing plate which is formed by the prepressing mechanism 22 or
obtained from another source, the printing mechanism 23 transfers an ink image onto printing paper. Hereinafter, detailed
structures of the prepressing mechanism 22 and the printing mechanism 23 will be described with reference to FIG. 3.
FIG. 3 is a schematic side view illustrating the prepressing mechanism 22 and the printing mechanism 23 shown in FIG.
1. Referring to FIG. 3, the prepressing mechanism 22, which performs a prepress process, comprises a printing plate
supply section 221, an image recording section 222, a development section 223, and a printing plate discharging section
224. The printing plate supply section 221 includes a supply cassette, transportation rollers, a transportation guide, and
a cutter, although not shown in detail. The supply cassette accommodates an unexposed printing plate, which is rolled
up for storage in a state shielded from light. A silver plate may be used for the printing plate, for example. The transportation
rollers and the transportation guide pull out the unexposed printing plate accommodated in the supply cassette, and
transports the unexposed printing plate to the plate drums 231 and 232. The cutter cuts the printing plate which is
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transported by the transportation rollers into separate sheets. Each sheet of unexposed printing plate is retained by the
plate drums 231 and 232 (described in detail later).
[0075] Although not shown in detail, the image recording section 222 includes a laser, and a deflector such as a
polygon mirror. The image recording section 222 modulates a laser light beam in accordance with the image-to-print
data Dpg supplied to the prepressing mechanism 22 so as to subject the printing plate retained by the plate drums 231
and 232 to exposure, whereby the image im, all control strips cs and all reference marks rm as shown in FIG. 16A are
recorded on the printing plate. The laser is driven in accordance with the image-to-print data Dpg so as to emit a laser
light beam which is modulated in accordance with the image-to-print data Dpg. The deflector deflects the laser light
beam emitted from the laser, whereby a horizontal scanning with the laser light beam occurs along the axial direction
of the plate drum 231 or 232. Furthermore, a vertical scanning with the deflected laser light beam also occurs along the
respective direction of rotation as the plate drum 231 or 232 rotates during the horizontal scanning. Alternatively, the
scanning may be achieved by employing a plurality of lasers provided side by side along the axial direction of the plate
drums 231 and 232, and performing a horizontal scanning with the rotations of the plate drums 231 and 232. Instead of
employing an exposure technique, the image recording section 222 may record the image im, all control strips cs, and
all reference marks rm by heating or electrical discharge technique.
[0076] The development section 223 performs a development process for the printing plate which has been subjected
to exposure by the image recording section 222. Although not shown in detail, the development section 223 includes a
processing bath, an application roller, and a moving mechanism. The processing bath stores a processing agent which
is necessary for the development of the printing plate. The application roller takes up the processing agent from the
processing bath and applies it to the printing plate retained by the plate drum 231 or 232, whereby the printing plate
undergoes a development process. Immediately before the development of the printing plate occurs, the moving mech-
anism moves the application roller from a position retracted away from the plate drum 231 or 232 to a position neighboring
them. After the development of the printing plate is completed, the application roller retracts the moving mechanism
from the position neighboring the plate drum 231 or 232 to the retracted position. Thus, only during the development
does the application roller approach the plate drum 231 or 232 to enable the processing agent to be applied on the
printing plate. In the case where the image recording method employed in the image recording section 222 does not
require a development process, the development section 223 may be omitted from the prepressing mechanism 22.
[0077] After the printing process by the printing mechanism 23 is completed, the printing plate discharging section
224 discharges the exposed printing plate, which is no longer of use. Although not shown in detail, the printing plate
discharging section 224 includes a releasing section, transportation rollers, a transportation guide, and a discharge
cassette. From the plate drums 231 and 232, the releasing section releases the printing plate on which an image has
already been formed. The transportation rollers and transportation guide function to transport the printing plate which
has been released from the plate drums 231 and 232 by the releasing section to the discharge cassette. The discharge
cassette accommodates the printing plate which has been transported by the transportation rollers.
[0078] Still referring to FIG. 3, the printing mechanism 23, which performs a printing process, comprises the plate
drums 231 and 232, blanket drums 233 and 234, a impression cylinder 235, a feed drum 236 , a discharge drum 237,
dampening water supply units 238, ink supply units 239, a feed unit 240, and a discharge unit 241. The plate drums 231
and 232 each have a cylindrical shape, with the same diameter. A gripper unit (not shown) is provided on the cylindrical
surface of each of the plate drums 231 and 232. Each gripper unit stabilizes two printing plates (corresponding to two
colors) on the respective cylindrical surface, at opposing positions which are apart by 180° . By the action of a plate
drum driving mechanism (not shown), the plate drum 231 moves between a first printing position (as illustrated in FIG.
3 with a solid line near the units 238 and 239 on the right-hand side) and an image recording position (as illustrated in
FIG. 3 with a double-dash line). Similarly, by the action of a plate drum driving mechanism (not shown), the plate drum
232 moves between a second printing position (as illustrated in FIG. 3 with a solid line near the units 238 and 239 on
the left-hand side) and the aforementioned image recording position. As described later in more detail, the plate drums
231 and 232 are alternately placed in the image recording position during a prepress process.
[0079] While the plate drum 231 or 232 is situated in the image recording position, the aforementioned printing plate
which has been transported from the printing plate supply section 221 is set on the plate drum 231 or 232 in the following
manner. A gripper unit (not shown) is provided on the cylindrical surface of the plate drum 231. In the image recording
position, the gripper unit printing plate stabilizes two printing plates (corresponding to two colors), which has been
transported from the supply section 221, at opposing positions which are apart by 180° on the cylindrical surface.
Thereafter, the above-described prepress process is performed, whereby the image recording section 222 forms the
image im, all control strips cs and all references mark rm (see FIG. 16A) on each printing plate retained by the plate
drum 231. Then, a similar process is performed for the plate drum 232 as for the plate drum 231, whereby the image
recording section 222 forms the image im, all control strips cs and all references mark rm on each of the printing plates
corresponding to two colors retained by the plate drum 232. During a subsequent printing process, the plate drums 231
and 232 are placed in the first and second printing positions, as described later in detail.
[0080] The blanket drums 233 and 234 have substantially the same diameter as those of the plate drums 231 and
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232. On the cylindrical surface of each of the blanket drums 233 and 234, a blanket is mounted, onto which two ink
images (corresponding to two colors) obtained from the plate drums 231 and 232, respectively, are to be transferred.
The blanket drum 233 is disposed so as to be capable of rotating in abutment with the plate drum 231 situated in the
first printing position. The blanket drum 234 is disposed so as to be capable of rotating in abutment with the plate drum
232 situated in the second printing position.
[0081] The impression cylinder 235 has a diameter which is substantially 1/2 of those of the plate drums 231 and 232.
A gripper unit (not shown) is provided on the cylindrical surface of the impression cylinder 235. The gripper unit is opened
and closed by an open/close mechanism (not shown) with predetermined timing, so as to grip the leading end of a
printing paper sheet having a size corresponding to the printing plate of each color (see FIG. 16A). The impression
cylinder 235 is disposed so as to be capable of rotating in abutment with both of the blanket drums 233 and 234. An
encoder 25 is provided on the rotation axis of the impression cylinder 235. The encoder 25 is generally employed to
detect the rotary position of the impression cylinder 235. According to the first embodiment, in particular, the encoder
25 detects the transported position of the printing paper as retained by the impression cylinder 235.
[0082] The feed drum 236, which has substantially the same diameter as the impression cylinder 235, is disposed so
as to be capable of rotating in abutment with the impression cylinder 235. A gripper unit (not shown) is affixed on the
cylindrical surface of the feed drum 236, as on the cylindrical surface of the impression cylinder 235. The gripper unit
functions in synchronization with the gripper unit on the impression cylinder 235 to grip one sheet of printing paper which
is fed from the feed unit 240 (described later). Then, as the feed drum 236 rotates, the gripper unit transports one sheet
of printing paper over to the gripper unit on the impression cylinder 235.
[0083] The discharge drum 237 has substantially the same shape and structure as the feed drum 236. A gripper unit
(not shown) on the discharge drum 237 grips the printing paper which is transported from the impression cylinder 235,
in a manner similar to the gripper unit on the feed drum 236, except that the gripper unit transports the printing paper
over to the discharge unit 241 (described later) as the discharge drum 237 rotates.
[0084] On a side face of each of the plate drums 231 and 232 in the aforementioned first and second printing positions,
respectively, the blanket drums 233 and 234, the impression cylinder 235, the feed drum 236, and the discharge drum
237, a driving gear (not shown) having the same diameter as the respective drum is attached, such that the driving gears
disposed on any two abutting drums engage each other. A print driving motor (not shown) is provided in the printing
apparatus 2 to drive the respective driving gears, whereby the aforementioned seven drums rotate in synchronization.
[0085] As described above, the plate drums 231 and 232 and the blanket drums 233 and 234 have a circumference
which is twice as long as that of the impression cylinder 235. Therefore, the impression cylinder 235 makes two rotations
while the plate drums 231 and 232 in the first and second printing positions and the blanket drums 233 and 234 make
a single rotation. On the cylindrical surface of each of the plate drums 231 and 232, printing plates corresponding to two
colors are stabilized at opposing positions which are apart by 180° . Accordingly, as the impression cylinder 235 makes
two rotations while retaining printing paper thereon, the image im, the control strips cs, and the reference marks rm
formed on the four printing plates (corresponding to four colors) retained by the plate drums 231 and 232 are transferred
on the printing paper in superposition, thereby achieving four-color printing.
[0086] Two pairs of dampening water supply units 238 are provided in the printing mechanism 23, one pair being
associated with each of the plate drums 231 and 232. Specifically, one pair of dampening water supply units 238 is
disposed near the plate drum 231 in the first printing position for selectively supplying dampening water to the two printing
plates (corresponding to two colors) retained by the plate drum 231. The other pair is disposed near the plate drum 232
in the second printing position for selectively supplying dampening water to the two printing plates (corresponding to
two colors) on the plate drum 232. In order to realize the above function, each dampening water supply unit 238 comprises
a water bin, dampening water rollers, and a cam mechanism, although not shown in detail. The water bin stores dampening
water. The dampening water rollers take up dampening water from the water bin, and supply it to a corresponding printing
plate retained by the plate drum 231 or 232. When supplying dampening water to the printing plate, the cam mechanism
moves the dampening water roller abutting with the printing plate from the position retracted away from the plate drum
231 or 232 to a position neighboring them. Furthermore, after the supply of dampening water has been completed, the
cam mechanism retracts the dampening water roller abutting with the printing plate from the position neighboring the
plate drum 231 or 232 back to the retracted position. As mentioned earlier, the supply amount of dampening water is
adjusted by the print control section 21. In the case where the printing plates used are of a type which does not require
dampening water, the dampening water supply units 238 can be omitted.
[0087] Two pairs of ink supply units 239 are provided in the printing mechanism 23, one pair being associated with
each of the plate drums 231 and 232. Specifically, one pair of ink supply units 239 is disposed near the plate drum 231
in the first printing position for selectively supplying ink to the two printing plates (corresponding to two colors) retained
by the plate drum 231; for example, this pair of ink supply units 239 may respectively supply inks of B (black) and M
(magenta) to the printing plates on the plate drum 231. The other pair is disposed near the plate drum 232 in the second
printing position for selectively supplying ink to the two printing plates (corresponding to two colors) on the plate drum
232; for example, this other pair of ink supply units 239 may respectively supply inks of C (cyan) and Y (yellow) to the
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printing plates on the plate drum 231. In order to realize the above function, each ink supply unit 239 comprises an ink
duct, a plurality of ink rollers, and a cam mechanism, although not shown in detail. The ink duct, which stores an ink of
a predetermined color, supplies the ink in a number of regions on the printing plate along the second printing direction,
by way of a plurality of ink rollers. As mentioned earlier, the supply amount of the ink is adjusted by the print control
section 21. The ink rollers knead the ink supplied from the ink duct and supplies it to the printing plate. When supplying
ink to the printing plate, the cam mechanism moves the ink rollers abutting with the printing plate from the position
retracted away from the plate drum 231 or 232 to a position neighboring them. Furthermore, after the supply of ink has
been completed, the cam mechanism retracts the ink rollers abutting with the printing plate from the position neighboring
the plate drum 231 or 232 back to the retracted position.
[0088] Note that some of the dampening water supply units 238 are arranged so as to be capable of escaping the
moving paths of the plate drums 231 and 232, in order to allow the plate drums 231 and 232 to move from the first and
second printing positions, respectively, to the image recording position. The same is also true of some of the ink supply
units 239.
[0089] The feed unit 240 takes out each sheet of printing paper from a pile of unused printing paper, and passes it to
the feed drum 236. Since printing for one sheet of printing paper occurs with every two rotations of the impression
cylinder 235 (as described above), the feed unit 240 passes one sheet of printing paper to the feed drum 236 with every
two rotations of the feed drum 236 according to the first embodiment. The feed unit 240 includes a printing paper sensor
24 for optically detecting the passage of printing paper. The printing paper sensor 24 is generally employed to detect
stuck paper or accidental taking of two sheets of paper. According to the first embodiment, based on the result of detection
by the printing paper sensor 24, the feed unit 240 can determine whether printing paper is being supplied to the impression
cylinder 235 or the feed drum 236, or no printing paper is being supplied to the impression cylinder 235 or the feed drum
236.
[0090] The discharge unit 241 receives the printing paper which has undergone printing (hereinafter referred to as a
"printed material S") from the discharge drum 237, and piles the printed materials S in itself. Hereinafter, the details of
the discharge unit 241 as well as the imaging device 26 will be described with reference to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 is a schematic
side view illustrating the detailed structures of the discharge unit 241 shown in FIG. 3 and the imaging device 26 according
to the first embodiment of the present invention. The discharge unit 241 comprises a discharge base 2401, two pairs of
gears 2402 and 2403, two endless chains 2404, and a plurality of gripper units 2405. Note that FIG. 4 only shows one
of the gears 2402, one of the gears 2403, and one of the chains 2404 due to its nature as a side view. The discharge
base 2401 is a palette-like member on which a number of printed materials S can be piled up. The discharge base 2401
is moved in up and down directions by an elevation mechanism (not shown). Specifically, the discharge base 2401 is
gradually lowered as more printed materials S are piled up. Since this allows the topmost printed material S in the pile
to be maintained at a substantially constant height, the discharging of printed materials S can be made smooth. The
two gears 2402 are respectively affixed on the opposing side faces of the discharge drum 237, so as to have the same
rotation axis as the discharge drum 237. The gears 2403 have a common rotation axis, which is in parallel to the rotation
axis of the discharge drum 237 and extends above the discharge base 2401. Each chain 2404 has a length equal to an
integer multiple of the circumference of the discharge drum 237, and is wound around one of the gears 2402 and one
of the gears 2403 that are provided on the same side.
[0091] The gripper unit 2405 is fixed astride the two chains 2404. On the chain 2404, any two consecutive gripper
units 2404 are provided at a fixed distance which is substantially equal to the circumference of the discharge drum 237.
Each gripper unit 2404 has claws which are opened or closed to grip a printed material S. The claws are arranged so
as to open or close in synchronization with the gripper unit (not shown) on the discharge drum 237 by a cam mechanism
(not shown), and receive the printed material S which is transported from the discharge drum 7. The rotations of the two
pairs of gears 2402 and 2403 drive the chains 2404 from the discharge drum 237 toward the discharge base 2401.
Through this action, each gripper unit 2405 transports a printed material S, and as the claws open above the discharge
base 2401, allows the printed material S to be piled on the discharge base 2401.
[0092] Since each gripper unit 2405 in the discharge unit 241 only grips one end of the printed material S, each printed
material S is transported without its trailing end being fixed, which might allow a recoil of the printed material S to occur.
Therefore, according to the present embodiment, in order to minimize the recoil of the printed material S, a suction roller
2406 for controlling the transportation of the printed material S is provided between the discharge drum 237 and the
discharge base 2401. A large number of minute suction apertures are provided on the outer surface of the suction roller
2406, which are connected to a vacuum pump (not shown). The suction roller 2406 is disposed in such a manner that
its axis extends in parallel to each gripper unit 2405 bridging the two chains 2404, and that the upper end of the suction
roller 2406 is positioned at substantially the same height as the lower ends of the chains 2404. The suction roller 2406
is arranged so as to be driven to rotate in accordance with the travelling speed of the gripper unit 2404, or simply capable
of freely rotating. Thus, when travelling over the suction roller 2406, each printed material S moves while being sucked
onto the surface of the suction roller 2406. As a result, the printed material S is prevented from recoiling at least when
travelling over the suction roller 2406. Instead of the suction roller 2406, a suction plate may be employed which sucks
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the printed material S onto a planar surface.
[0093] The imaging device 26 comprises a lighting unit 2601, two imaging units 2602, and an image synthesis section
2603. Note that, due to its nature as a side view, FIG. 4 only shows one of the two imaging devices 2602, which are
disposed along a direction perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. The lighting unit 2601 illuminates each printed
material S which is transported by the action of the chains 2404. More specifically, the lighting unit 2601 is disposed
above the suction roller 2406 and between the chains 2404. The lighting unit 2601 comprises a plurality of linear light
sources for illuminating a printed material S which is situated on the suction roller 2406. A slit is formed in the central
portion of each linear light source, such that the reflected light from the printed material S (which originates from the
linear light source) passes through the slit to enable image capturing.
[0094] Each imaging unit 2602 captures an image of the illuminated printed material S through the slit in the lighting
unit 2601, thereby generating printed-image data Dpd (hereinafter also referred to as "imaged data") representing the
image im, the control strips cs, and the reference marks rm (see FIGS. 16A and 16B). Throughout the present specification,
image capturing in this sense may also be simply referred to as "imaging". In order to realize the above function, the
imaging unit 2602 comprises a housing 2604 for light-shielding and dust prevention purposes, a mirror 2605, a lens
2606, and a CCD line sensor 2607. The mirror 2605, the lens 2606, and the CCD line sensor 2607 are accommodated
within the housing 2604. The mirror 2605 reflects the light which has passed through the slit toward the lens 2606. The
reflected light from the mirror 2605 is converged by the lens 2606 so as to be received by the CD line sensor 2607. The
CCD line sensor 2607 reads images with respect to the three colors of RGB (i.e., red, green, and blue). According to
the first embodiment, as the printed material S is transported, the printed material S is sequentially read in a line-by-line
manner. Thus, by the time the entire (i.e., from the leading end to the trailing end of) printed material S has passed
immediately under the lighting unit 2601, the CCD line sensor 2607 will have produced read-out image data Drd, from
which printed-image data Dpd corresponding to one printed material S is generated.
[0095] In the first embodiment, the two imaging units 2602 are disposed along a direction perpendicular to the plane
of the drawing of FIG. 4, as mentioned above. The imaging units 2602 capture images of two split portions of the printed
material S to generate respective read-out image data Drd, the division being made along the second printing direction.
FIG. 5 is a diagram for specifically describing the two imaging units 2602 shown in FIG. 4. For conciseness, the imaging
unit appearing on the left-hand side of FIG. 4 will hereinafter be referred to as the "imaging unit 2602L" and the other
imaging unit as the "imaging unit 2602R". As described above, the imaging regions of the imaging unit 2602L and the
2602R generally correspond to the left-side portion and the right-side portion of the printed material S, respectively. Both
imaging regions are arranged so as to overlap preferably in the neighborhood of a center line (extending parallel to the
first printing direction of the printed material S). Moreover, the printing apparatus 2 is arranged so as to print the reference
marks rm1 to rm3 at positions which will be safely within a printed material S having a marginal (i.e., minimum usable)
width. The image-to-print data Dpg is generated in such a manner that the reference mark rm1 will be positioned in the
aforementioned overlapping region.
[0096] On the other hand, the reference marks rm2 and rm3 are printed near the left and right ends of the printed
material S, so that the reference marks rm1 and rm2 will be imaged by the imaging unit 2602L and that the reference
marks rm1 and rm3 will be imaged by the imaging unit 2602R. Thus, each of the imaging units 2602L and 2602R images
two reference marks rm. Based on such detection of the positions of the reference marks rm1 to rm3, it is possible to
know the approximate positions of the control strips cs1 to cs4 because they are supposed to be printed at predetermined
positions relative to the detected reference marks rm1 to rm3. In order to be able to image a single printed material S
by means of the imaging units 2602L and 2602R, the respective CCD line sensors 2607 in the imaging units 2602L and
2602R are oriented so that their reading directions coincide.
[0097] The image synthesis section 2603 receives the read-out image data Drd from the two imaging units 2602, and
through position matching based on the reference mark rm1, synthesizes the read-out image data Drd which have been
read by the imaging units 2602L and 2602R to generate printed-image data Dpd representing a single printed material
S. Furthermore, the image synthesis section 2603 sends the generated printed-image data Dpd to the patch measurement
device 27.
[0098] The patch measurement device 27 (FIG. 1) measures the color density of the patches composing each control
strip cs printed on the printing paper. FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram illustrating the detailed structure of the patch
measurement device 27. Referring to FIG. 6, the patch measurement section 27 comprises a data storage section 271,
a reference mark detection section 272, a patch position detection section 273, and a color density measurement section
274. The data storage section 271 stores printed-image data Dpd which is sent from the image synthesis section 2603.
Based on the deployed position information Dpn from the print control section 21, the reference mark detection section
272 roughly identifies a region containing the control strips cs and reference marks rm in the printed-image data Dpd
stored in the data storage section 271. By performing image processing for printed-image data Dpd corresponding to
the identified region, the position of the crosspoint p of the reference mark rm (see FIGS. 16A and 16B) is detected.
[0099] The patch position detection section 273 comprises a patch position estimation section 2731, a pixel extraction
section 2732, a data sequence extraction section 2733, a distribution calculation section 2734, and a patch center
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detection section 2735. Based on the position of the crosspoint p detected by the reference mark detection section 272,
the patch position estimation section 2731 estimates the relative positions of the patches composing each control strip
cs. Based on the relative positions estimated by the patch position estimation section 2731, the pixel extraction section
2732 extracts an estimated patch and its peripheral pixels from the printed-image data Dpd stored in the data storage
section 271. From the pixels extracted by the pixel extraction section 2732, the data sequence extraction section 2733
further extracts a certain number of data sequences, each consisting of a predetermined number of pixel values. For
each data sequence extracted by the data sequence extraction section 2733, the distribution calculation section 2734
calculates a distribution profile of pixel values composing that data sequence. Based on the distribution profile calculated
by the distribution calculation section 2734, the patch center detection section 2735 detects the center position of the
estimated patch extracted by the pixel extraction section 2732. In the present embodiment, as described above, relative
positions of patches are detected based on the position of the reference mark rm, and thereafter the accurate center
position of one of the patches is determined based on the pixels at the detected relative positions.
[0100] Furthermore, the color density measurement section 274 retrieves the pixels located at the center of the patch
detected by the patch center detection section 2735 from the data storage section 271, and measures the color density
information Dct (e.g., density and/or dot percentage) of the printed patch. Moreover, the color density measurement
section 274 sends the measured color density information Dct to the print control section 21. Based on the color density
information Dct from the patch measurement device 27, as described above, the print control section 21 generates and
outputs control information Dcl, in accordance with which to adjust the supply amounts of ink and/or dampening water
used in the aforementioned printing mechanism 23. Thus, the amount of ink supplied from the ink supply unit 239 and/or
the amount of dampening water supplied from the dampening water supply unit 238 are automatically controlled.
[0101] Next, the overall operation of the printing system shown in FIG. 1 will be described with reference to FIG. 7.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a flow of control by the printing system up to the completion of a printing process.
[0102] The operator operates the terminal 1 to make various settings in the printing apparatus 2 (step S1). Typically,
image-to-print data Dpg to be currently used and the number of printed materials S to be produced are set at step S1.
Furthermore, not only the image-to-print data Dpg but also the aforementioned deployed position information Dpn are
transmitted from the terminal 1 to the print control section 21 in the printing apparatus 2. Alternatively, the transmission
of the image-to-print data Dpg may be performed in real time, i.e., in pace with the image formation on printing plates.
[0103] Next, the printing apparatus 2 forms an image im, control strips cs and reference marks rm represented by the
currently received image-to-print data Dpg on printing plates (step S2). At step S2, either the plate drum 231 or 232 is
moved to the image recording position, and an unexposed printing plate which has been transported from the printing
plate supply section 221 is mounted on the plate drum 231 or 232 at the image recording position. Thereafter, the image
recording section 222, an image exposure is performed on the printing plate mounted on the rotating plate drum 231 or
232 by using a laser light beam which is modulated in accordance with the image-to-print data Dpg received from the
print control section 21. In other words, the image im, the control strips cs and the reference marks rm are formed on
the printing plates. After the exposure is completed, the development section 223 performs a development process for
the exposed printing plates in the aforementioned manner. After the development process is completed, the plate drum
231 or 232 which is currently in the image recording position is retracted to the first or second printing position. Thereafter,
the plate drum 232 or 231 currently situated in the second or first printing position is moved to the image recording
position, and exposure and development processes are performed for the printing plates mounted on the plate drum
232 or 231 in a manner similar to that described above. Thus, the prepress process is completed.
[0104] Next, the printing apparatus 2 performs a printing process using the printing plates which have been prepressed
at step S2 (step S3). More specifically, the dampening water supply unit 238 supplies predetermined amounts of damp-
ening water to the respective printing plates on the plate drums 231 and 232, and then the ink supply unit 239 supplies
predetermined amounts of inks of corresponding colors to the printing plates. The ink images on the respective printing
plates are transferred onto the blanket drums 233 and 234. On the other hand, the feed unit 240 supplies one sheet of
printing paper to the feed drum 236 with the aforementioned timing. The supplied printing paper is passed from the feed
drum 236 to the impression cylinder 235. While the impression cylinder 235 retaining the printing paper makes two
rotations, ink images having been transferred onto the blanket drums 233 and 234 are transferred onto the printing
paper. Thereafter, the printing paper is passed from the impression cylinder 235 to the discharge drum 237, and piled
as a completed printed material S on the discharge base 2401 in the discharge unit 241.
[0105] Next, the printing apparatus 2 determines whether or not the number of printed materials S produced has
reached the number which was set at step S1 (step S4). If the predetermined number has been reached, the process
shown in FIG. 7 is completed. If the predetermined number has not been reached, the printing apparatus 2 measures
color density information in the patch measurement device 27, for a predetermined number of sampled sheets (step
S5). At step S5, the aforementioned color density information Dct is generated, and sent to the print control section 21.
Next, based on the color density information Dct sent from the patch measurement device 27, the print control section
21 adjusts the supply amounts of ink and/or dampening water as described above (step S6), and the control returns to
step S3.
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[0106] Next, the detailed processing procedure of step S5 will be described with reference to FIG. 8. FIG. 8 is a
flowchart illustrating the detailed procedure of the process performed at step 5 in FIG. 7 according to the first embodiment
of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 8, in the manner described above with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5, the imaging
device 26 generates printed-image data Dpd and stores it in the data storage section 271 of the patch measurement
device 27 (step S11). The printed-image data Dpd is in the form of a predetermined number of pixels representing the
image im, the control strips cs, and the reference marks rm shown in FIG. 16A. As a specific example, the following
illustration assumes that the imaging device 26 has a resolution of W dPi (X mm/pixel) and that the patches composing
each control strip cs have a square shape of Y mm � Z mm. It is assumed that W = 50; X = 0.5; and Y = Z = 5. As shown
in FIG. 9A, the patch pc1 is represented as M�N pixels in the printed-image data Dpd. Under the above assumption,
M = N = 10. More specifically, M pixels are present along the direction of the first dimension of each patch (corresponding
to the second printing direction shown in FIGS. 16A and 16B), whereas N pixels are present along the direction of a
second dimension (corresponding to the first printing direction shown in FIGS. 16A and 16B) perpendicular to the first
dimension. The following description illustrates the measurement of the color density information Dct of the patch pc1
as described above.
[0107] Once step S11 is completed, the reference mark detection section 272 in the patch measurement device 27
performs image processing for a region of the printed-image data Dpd in the data storage section 271 near the reference
mark rm, in accordance with the deployed position information Dpn, to detect the position of the crosspoint p of the
reference mark rm1 (see FIGS. 16A and 16B) (step S12).
[0108] Next, the patch position estimation section 2731 in the patch position detection section 273 estimates a position
which is at a distance a along the first printing direction and at a distance b along the second printing direction from the
position of the crosspoint p detected by the reference mark detection section 272 (see FIG. 16B) to be the position of
the patch pc1 to be currently measured (step S13).
[0109] Next, from the printed-image data Dpd stored in the data storage section 271, the pixel extraction section 2732
extracts a number of pixels composing a rectangular-shaped region defined by P pixels along the direction of the first
dimension by Q pixels along the direction of the second dimension, as shown in FIG. 9B, around the approximate center
position of the patch pc1 estimated at step S13 (step S14).
[0110] Thus, at step S14, the patch pc1 and its surrounding pixels are extracted. Since M pixels are present in the
patch pc1 along the direction of the first dimension under the above assumption, it is necessary that P be a natural
number at least greater than M. The reason is that, the distance from the reference mark rm to the patch pc1 along the
direction of the first dimension (i.e., along the second printing direction) may contain a considerable error depending on
the position of the patch pc1. Therefore, if P were smaller than M, then it would be likely that the pixels extracted at step
S14 do not fully encompass the patch pc1 to be measured. Accordingly, in the case where M is 10, P is preferably set
at about 20. On the other hand, N pixels are present in the patch pc1 along the direction of the second dimension under
the above assumption. However, Q is not of any predetermined relationship with respect to N, but may arbitrarily be set
to a number which would be necessary for measuring the color information concerning the patch, e.g., 3 to 5 pixels. The
reason is that the distance from the reference mark rm to the patch pc1 along the direction of the second dimension
(i.e., along the first printing direction) is substantially constant irrespective of the position of the patch pc1, and is not
very likely to be error-prone. Accordingly, Q may be set to be a natural number smaller than N, e.g., 3 to 5 if N = 10. As
a result, the number of pixels which are extracted at step S14 can be reduced, whereby the processing speed of step
S5 can be enhanced.
[0111] After the completion of step S14, step S15 is performed, where data sequences x (each consisting of R pixel
values) extending and continuous along the direction of the first dimension are sequentially taken from the P�Q pixels
shown in FIG. 9B, such that each data sequence x is shifted by one pixel from a previous or next data sequence along
the direction of the first dimension. Herein, a natural number R is preferably an odd number which is greater than M. An
odd number is preferable for R because it would make it easier for the patch center detection section 2735 to determine
a patch center position, as described later. An R which is greater than M is preferably in order to prevent there being
two maximum values to represent a patch center position the distribution calculation section 2734 (described later).
Since M = 10 under the above assumption, R is preferably about 11 or 13. For conciseness, the data sequences x
extracted at step S15 will be expressed as:
xi= (xi1, xi2,..., xiR) (where i is a natural number in the range from 1 to (P-R+1)).
[0112] Next, the distribution calculation section 2734 inputs a data sequence xi which has been extracted by the data
sequence extraction section 2733 to a predetermined mathematical function, thereby calculating a parameter (fi) repre-
sentative of the distribution profile of the pixel values (xi1, xi2,..., xiR) composing the data sequence xi (step S16). According
to the first embodiment, a data sequence xi is inputted to a Kurt function expressed by eq. 1 below to calculate the
kurtosis of the data distribution thereof:
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[0113] In eq. 1 above, Sd is a standard deviation of the samples, xave is an average value of xi1 to xiR.
[0114] The distribution calculation section 2734 detects the kurtosis of the data distribution with respect to a number
of data sequences x of contiguous R pixels, such that the data sequences x are respectively shifted by one pixel along
the direction of the first dimension. Next, the distribution calculation section 2734 performs this kurtosis detection for
every one of the Q rows in the direction of the second dimension. Then, for each of the Q rows, the patch center detection
section 2735 looks for a maximum value among the parameters fi representative of the distribution profiles calculated
by the distribution calculation section 2734, and detects a central pixel of a data sequence xi having the maximum value
as a "patch center position" for that row (step S17). In the case where a Kurt function is adopted as in the above example,
step S17, the kurtosis maximum value is looked for.
[0115] Now, the principles behind the processes of steps S16 and S17 are described with reference to FIG. 10. FIG.
10 illustrates a control strip cs consisting of four patches pc2 to pc5, each having a 100% density (i.e., "solid"), which
are arranged in the color order of B, M, C, and Y. For conciseness, among the colors of R, G, and B which result from
the color separation by the imaging device 26, only R(red) will be discussed. If this imaging device 26 images the control
strip illustrated in FIG. 10, the resultant readouts, i.e., pixel values, will be "1" for the B and C patches, "0.5" for the M
patch, and virtually "0" for the Y patch.
[0116] Now, the patch pc4 will be discussed. As shown in FIG. 10, it is assumed that step S15 according to the present
embodiment extracts data sequences xi (shown as data sequences x1 to x3; see pairs of arrows a, b, and c in FIG. 10,
respectively) each consisting of R pixel values (where R=11 or 13) from P pixels (where P=20) lying before, in, and after
the patch pc4. Under this assumption, the pair of arrows b most adequately encompass the pixels of the patch pc4.
Therefore, the data distribution of the data sequence x2 is determined to be most "pointed".
[0117] Next, the color density measurement section 274 retrieves the pixels located at the patch center detected by
the patch center detection section 2735 from the data storage section 271, and measures the color density information
Dct (e.g., density and/or dot percentage) of the printed patch. For example, assuming Q=3, it would be possible to obtain
3�3 pixels around the patch center by taking three pixels around the "patch center" for each of three rows present along
the direction of the second dimension. Furthermore, the color density measurement section 274 sends the measured
color density information Dct to the print control section 21 (step S18).
[0118] Next, the patch measurement device 27 determines whether or not there are any patches whose color density
information Dct has not been measured yet(step S19). If there are any such patches, the control returns to step S13 to
obtain color density information Dct of an unmeasured patch. On the other hand, if it is determined that the measurement
has been completed for all patches, the patch measurement device 27 ends the procedure of FIG. 8.
[0119] At step S6, as described above, based on the color density information Dct from the patch measurement device
27, as described above, the print control section 21 generates and outputs control information Dcl, in accordance with
which to adjust the supply amounts of ink and/or dampening water used in the aforementioned printing mechanism 23.
Thus, the amount of ink supplied from the ink supply unit 239 and/or the amount of dampening water supplied from the
dampening water supply unit 238 are automatically controlled.
[0120] As described above, in accordance with the patch measurement device 27 of the first embodiment, it is possible
to directly derive a patch center position from a number of pixels obtained based on the position of a reference mark,
as opposed to the conventional technique of identifying a patch position based solely on the relative position of a patch
with respect to reference mark. Thus, the patch measurement device 27 is capable of accurately measuring color density
information Dct.
[0121] Moreover, in accordance with the patch measurement device 27 of the first embodiment, even if the shape of
an imaged patch is deformed (e.g., so as to appear as a parallelogram) in the printed-image data Dpd, it is still possible
to directly detect a patch center position from the printed-image data Dpd by calculating a kurtosis value of data distribution
for each of a plurality of data sequences, i.e., Q rows in the direction of the second dimension. Thus, the patch meas-
urement device 27 is capable of accurately measuring color density information Dct irrespective of the deformation of
patches.
[0122] The present embodiment is illustrated as employing the above-described Kurt function to calculate a distribution
profile; however, the constants used in the Kurt function are not limited to those shown in eq. 1 above. It would be
possible to employ various modifications of the Kurt function, or a specially-designed function which is capable of
calculating a data distribution profile, in the patch measurement device 27. Although the present embodiment illustrates
the detection of a patch center position, this is only to be construed as a preferable example; it would be applicable to
detect any other position in a patch.
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(second embodiment)

[0123] Next, as a second embodiment of the present invention, a patch measurement device 27i (FIG. 13) which is
capable of properly detecting reference marks rm without misdetections, and which requires a minimum amount of
printed-image data Dpd for color density measurement so as to realize an enhanced calculation speed, will be described.
Hereinafter, the patch measurement device 27i according to the second embodiment will be described.
[0124] The second embodiment is identical to the first embodiment already described with reference to FIG. 1 to FIG.
3 with respect to: a printing system configuration incorporating the patch measurement device 27i, the specific structure
of the terminal 1, and the structures of the prepressing mechanism 22 and the printing mechanism 23. The structure of
the image-to-print data Dpg and the printed material S which are produced by this printing system are also similar to
those described with reference to FIG. 16 in the first embodiment. Therefore, the description of any such elements that
have similar counterparts in the first embodiment will be omitted in the second embodiment.
[0125] The details of the imaging device 26 according to the second embodiment will be described with reference to
FIG. 11. FIG. 11 is a schematic side view illustrating the detailed structures of the discharge unit 241 and the imaging
device 26 according to the second embodiment of the present invention. In the second embodiment, the discharge unit
241 shown in FIG. 11 has the same structure as the discharge unit 241 in the first embodiment described with reference
to FIG. 4. The imaging device 26 according to the second embodiment is identical to the imaging device 26 of the first
embodiment described with reference to FIG. 4 except that an image synthesis section 2603 is not provided. Therefore,
any component elements that have similar counterparts in the first embodiment will be denoted by the same reference
numerals as those used therein, and the description thereof is omitted.
[0126] Referring to FIG. 11, according to the second embodiment, each imaging unit 2602 images an illuminated
printed material S through a slit in the lighting unit 2601 to generate printed-image data Dpdi representing a read-out
region (described later), which includes the control strips cs and the reference marks rm (see FIGS. 16A and 16B). As
the printed material S is transported, a read-out region of the printed material S is sequentially read in a line-by-line
manner. Thus, by the time the read-out region of the printed material S has passed immediately under the lighting unit
2601, the CCD line sensor 2607 will have produced read-out image data Drd, from which printed-image data Dpdi
corresponding to the read-out region of one printed material S is generated.
[0127] In the second embodiment, the two imaging units 2602 are disposed along a direction perpendicular to the
plane of the drawing of FIG. 11. The imaging units 2602 capture images of two split portions of the printed material S
to generate respective read-out image data Drd, the division being made along the second printing direction. FIG. 12 is
a diagram for specifically describing the two imaging units 2602 shown in FIG. 11. For conciseness, the imaging unit
appearing on the left-hand side of FIG. 12 will hereinafter be referred to as the "imaging unit 2602L" and the other imaging
unit as the "imaging unit 2602R". The respective read-out image data Drd generated by the imaging units 2602L and
2602R are referred to as "read-out image data DrdL" and "read-out image data DrdR". As described above, the imaging
regions of the imaging unit 2602L and the 2602R generally correspond to the left-side portion and the right-side portion
of the printed material S, respectively. Both imaging regions are arranged so as to overlap preferably in the neighborhood
of a center line (extending parallel to the first printing direction of the printed material S). Moreover, the printing apparatus
2 is arranged so as to print the reference marks rm1 to rm3 at positions which will be safely within a printed material S
having a marginal (i.e., minimum usable) width. The image-to-print data Dpg is generated in such a manner that the
reference mark rm1 will be positioned in the aforementioned overlapping region.
[0128] On the other hand, the reference marks rm2 and rm3 are printed near the left and right ends of the printed
material S, so that the reference marks rm1 and rm2 will be imaged by the imaging unit 2602L and that the reference
marks rm1 and rm3 will be imaged by the imaging unit 2602R. Thus, each of the imaging units 2602L and 2602R images
two reference marks rm. Based on such detection of the positions of the reference marks rm1 to rm3, it is possible to
know the approximate positions of the control strips cs1 to cs4 because they are supposed to be printed at predetermined
positions relative to the detected reference marks rm1 to rm3. In order to be able to image a single printed material S
by means of the imaging units 2602L and 2602R, the respective CCD line sensors 2607 in the imaging units 2602L and
2602R are oriented so that their reading directions coincide. The imaging units 2602L and 2602R send the generated
read-out image data DrdL and DrdR, respectively, to the patch measurement device 27i as printed-image data Dpdi.
[0129] Next, the detailed structure of the patch measurement device 27i according to the second embodiment will be
described. FIG. 13 is a functional block diagram illustrating the detailed structure of the patch measurement device 27i.
The patch measurement device 27i comprises: a read-out period setting section 275 for setting a read-out region for
the imaging device 26 based on deployed position information Dpn; a data storage section 271i for storing printed-image
data Dpdi representing the read-out region, which is composed of the read-out image data DrdL and DrdR generated
by the imaging device 26; a reference mark detection section 272i for detecting the position of a reference mark rm
based on the printed-image data Dpdi; a patch position detection section 273 for detecting the positions of patches
composing each control strip cs based on the detected position of the reference mark rm; and a color density measurement
section 274 for measuring color density information Dct.
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[0130] Based on the deployed position information Dpn, an encoder signal from the encoder 25, and a paper detection
signal from the printing paper sensor 24, the read-out period setting section 275 sets a read-out period so that the
imaging device 26 will image, or "read", a read-out region encompassing a region in which the control strips cs are
printed and a blank region on the printed material S. Specifically, the read-out period setting section 275 detects where
on the discharge unit 241 the printed material S is located by counting the encoder signal from the encoder 25, and
based on the count of the encoder signal, determines when the aforementioned read-out region (encompassing a region
in which the control strips cs are printed and a blank region on the printed material S) as designated by the deployed
position information Dpn comes at the read position of the imaging device 26. Accordingly, the read-out period setting
section 275 instructs the imaging device 26 to begin or end image reading.
[0131] However, since the printing apparatus 2 is designed so that printing paper is fed or discharged for every two
rotations of the impression cylinder 235. Therefore, practically speaking, the printing paper is transported only once in
two rotations. Accordingly, the printing apparatus 2 relies not only on the encoder signal but also on the paper detection
signal from the printing paper sensor 24 to ensure that imaging is performed only while a printed material S is being
transported under the imaging device 26. As described earlier, the measurement of the control strips cs is performed
for a predetermined number of samples. Thus, when it is known from the paper detection signal that the impression
cylinder 235 is making a rotation at which the printed material S is transported under the imaging device 26, the read-
out period setting section 275 estimates the transported position of the printing paper by relying on the rotary position
of the impression cylinder 235 as indicated by the encoder signal, and instructs the imaging device 26 to perform imaging
during a read-out period. Preferably, the read-out region to be read by the imaging device 26 is set so as to be larger
than and inclusive of the region in which the control strips cs are printed and the blank region, so that a slight misalignment
will not be a problem.
[0132] Based on an instruction from the read-out period setting section 275, the imaging device 26 images the afore-
mentioned read-out region of the printed material S, and stores the generated read-out image data DrdL and DrdR in
the data storage section 271i as printed-image data Dpdi. The data storage section 271i includes two sets of memory
corresponding to the imaging units 2602R and 2602L . Among the printed-image data Dpdi, the read-out image data
DrdL generated by the imaging unit 2602L (or the read-out image data DrdR generated by the imaging unit 2602R) is
stored in the memory in a backward direction beginning from the end thereof. As a result, it becomes possible to read
the read-out image data DrdR and DrdL obtained from the imaging units 2602R and 2602L in the same procedure.
Instead of storing the read-out image data DrdR or DrdL in a back ward direction in the memory as the printed-image
data Dpdi, one of the CCD line sensors 2607 may be oriented so as to perform reading in an opposite direction.
[0133] The reference mark detection section 272i detects the reference marks rm (see FIGS. 16A and 16B) from the
printed-image data Dpdi through image processing. The detection of the reference marks rm begins by previously
obtaining a pixel pattern of the neighborhood of the center of the cross mark c interposed between the bars b1 and b2
in the reference mark rm. FIG. 17 illustrates an exemplary pixel pattern of an α region, which is in the neighborhood of
the center of the cross mark c shown in FIG. 16B. For ease of understanding, the illustrated example is made purposely
schematic. A center line β of the cross mark c consists of: two black pixels on each side (constituting the width of each
of the bars b1 and b2); a white pixel interposed between a horizontal stroke of the cross mark c and each of the bars
b1 and b2; and seven black pixels composing the entire horizontal stroke of the cross mark c. Next, it is determined
whether or not the pixel pattern of the center line β is contained in the printed-image data Dpdi stored in the data storage
section 271i, while shifting the examined pixels one by one, thereby calculating a correlation coefficient ρ m each time.
The reference mark detection section 272i applies this calculation with respect to each of the X and Y directions (which
are perpendicular to each other) of the printed-image data Dpdi stored in the data storage section 271i. Then, the
reference mark detection section 272i compares the resultant correlation coefficients ρ m, and determines a position
associated with the maximum correlation coefficient ρ m as the position of the reference mark rm. The details of this
calculation will be described later.
[0134] The patch position detection section 273 and the color density measurement section 274 function similarly to
their counterparts in the first embodiment, and any detailed descriptions thereof will be omitted in the illustration of the
patch measurement device 27i according to the second embodiment.
[0135] Next, the overall operation of the printing system according to the second embodiment will be described. The
overall operation of the printing system is the same as that in the first embodiment described with reference to FIG. 7,
except for the specific procedure of measuring color density information (step S5). Therefore, in the second embodiment,
the general operation of the printing system will not be described, but the specific procedure of the process of step S5
will be described with reference to FIG. 14.
[0136] Referring to FIG. 14, the read-out period setting section 275 in the patch measurement device 27i sets a read-
out period based on the deployed position information Dpn in the aforementioned manner (step S51), and the control
proceeds to the next step 52.
[0137] Next, as the read-out period begins, the imaging units 2602L and 2602R begins imaging the read-out region
of the printed material S, thereby generating read-out image data DrdL and DrdR as printed-image data Dpdi (step S52),
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which is outputted to the patch measurement device 27i. Then, the control proceeds to the next step 53.
[0138] Next, the patch measurement device 27i determines whether the printed-image data Dpdi which is outputted
at step S52 is read-out image data DrdR or not(step S53). If it is determined to be read-out image data DrdR, the control
proceeds to step S54. If it is determined to be read-out image data DrdL, the control proceeds to step S55.
[0139] At step S54, the patch measurement device 27i stores as printed-image data Dpdi the read-out image data
DrdR (obtained from the imaging unit 2602R) in the forward direction in a corresponding memory of the data storage
section 271i. On the other hand, at step S55, the patch measurement device 27i stores as printed-image data Dpdi the
read-out image data DrdL (obtained from the imaging unit 2602L) in the backward direction in a corresponding memory
of the data storage section 271i.
[0140] Once the storage of the printed-image data Dpdi at step S54 or S55 is completed, the patch measurement
device 27i subjects the printed-image data Dpdi in the respective memory to image processing to detect a reference
mark rm (step S56). The details of the process of step S56 will be described later. Then, the control proceeds to the
next step S57.
[0141] The procedure following the process of step S56 (step S57 to S63) in which the patch measurement device
27i measures the color density information Dct with respect to each patch is similar to the procedure of step S13 to S19
according to the first embodiment as described with reference to FIG. 8, and the detailed description thereof is omitted.
[0142] Next, the specific calculation for the reference mark detection performed at step S56 will be described. FIG.
15 is a flowchart illustrating the detailed procedure of the reference mark detection calculation performed by the patch
measurement device 27i at step S56. Hereinafter, the reference mark detection calculation will be described with reference
to FIG. 15.
[0143] Referring to FIG. 15, from the printed-image data Dpdi stored in the respective memory, the patch measurement
device 27i selects a general area of the printed-image data Dpdi in which a reference mark rm (see FIGS. 16A and 16B)
to be processed is located, by relying on the aforementioned deployed position information Dpn; then, the selected area
is divided into a plurality of pixel lines (step S561). Thereafter, the control proceeds to the next step S562.
[0144] Next, the patch measurement device 27i selects one of the plurality of pixel lines that is closest to the leading
end along the first printing direction (see FIG. 16A), and designates this pixel line as a first line for calculation (step
S562). Then, the control proceeds to the next step S563.
[0145] Next, the patch measurement device 27i designates one of the plurality of pixels in the designated line for
calculation that is positioned at one edge along the second printing direction (see FIG. 16A) as a first pixel for calculation
(step S563). Then, the control proceeds to the next step S564.
[0146] Next, the patch measurement device 27i calculates a correlation coefficient ρ m between "subject data" (i.e.,
data centered around the pixel for calculation) and the pixel pattern of the center line β representative of the center of
the reference mark rm (see FIG. 17)(step S564).
[0147] Now, the correlation coefficient ρ m which is calculated at step S564 will be described in detail. First, a pixel
pattern of the neighborhood of the center of the cross mark c interposed between the bars b1 and b2 in the reference
mark rm is previously obtained. In the exemplary pixel pattern of the aforementioned α region in the neighborhood of
the center of the cross mark c shown (see FIGS. 16A and 16B and FIG. 17), which is schematically illustrated for ease
of understanding, the center line β of the cross mark c consists of thirteen pixels, namely: two black pixels on each side
(constituting the width of each of the bars b1 and b2); a white pixel interposed between a horizontal stroke of the cross
mark c and each of the bars b1 and b2; and seven black pixels composing the entire horizontal stroke of the cross mark
c. The pixel pattern of the center line β is used as a key pattern x representing the reference mark rm. A binary expression
(black = 1; white = 0) of this key pattern x would be: x=(1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1).
[0148] The subject data, y, which is centered around the pixel for calculation also consists of thirteen pixels as does
the key pattern x. Thus, the subject data y is:
y = (y-6, y-5, y-4, y-3, y-2, y-1, y0, y+1, y+2, y+3, y+4, y+5, Y+6).
[0149] The correlation coefficient Pm between the key pattern x and the subject data y is calculated. The correlation
coefficient ρ m can be expressed as:

Herein, the term [x]*[y] in the above equation is defined as a sum of the multiplication products of corresponding elements
of the respective matrices, as opposed to a mathematical product of the two matrices in the traditional sense. Specifically,
if each matrix consists of one row � three columns, then,
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Note that [x]-1 is a matrix representing an inverted pattern of the key pattern x.
[0150] The above calculation formula for the correlation coefficient ρm is only illustrative of the principles of the present
invention. According to the present embodiment, in order to calculate a more accurate correlation with the aforementioned
pixel pattern, the correlation coefficient ρm is weighted in accordance with the signal level of the printed-image data
Dpdi and the shape of the pixel pattern so that the highest correlation will be indicated by a correlation coefficient ρm=1
and that the lowest correlation will be indicated by a correlation coefficient ρm=-1. Hereinafter, the calculation method
thereof is described in detail.
[0151] As described above, the CCD line sensors 2607 provided in the imaging device 26 read images with respect
to the three colors of RGB, and send printed-image data Dpdi of each of the RGB colors to the data storage section
271i. In other words, in the case of a black reference mark rm, the signal levels of all of RGB become low for a black
pixel, and the signal levels of all of RGB become high for a white pixel. In the second embodiment, the calculations are
performed under the hexadecimal system, and the highest signal level corresponding to a white pixel is represented as
hexadecimal "6000" (hereinafter denoted as "6000h"), the lowest signal level corresponding to a black pixel is represented
as hexadecimal "0" (hereinafter denoted as "0h"). Therefore, the actual signal level of each CCD line sensor 2607 takes
a value in the range from "0h to "6000h".
[0152] The weighed correlation coefficient ρ m can be expressed by the following formula:

[0153] In eq. 2, the brackets [ ] are used to denote a matrix. The notation [ ]*[ ] represents a sum of the multiplication
products of corresponding elements of the respective matrices, as opposed to a mathematical product of the two matrices
in the traditional sense, as defined above. Hereinafter, the individual terms in the above formula will be described.
[0154] First, matrix [y] is a matrix of the subject data y consisting of thirteen pixels as described above. In other words,
the matrix of the subject data y is represented as:
[y] = (y-6 y-5 y-4 y-3 y-2 y-1 y0 y+1 y+2 y+3 y+4 y+5 y+6). Herein, data y-6 to y+6 are represented so that their highest signal
level corresponding a white pixel is "6000h" and that their lowest signal level corresponding to a black pixel is "0h", in a
manner similar to the above.
[0155] Matrix [DDi] is a dummy matrix all of whose thirteen pixels are white. In other words, matrix [DDi] is represented
as:
[DDi] = (6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h) .
The term ([DDi]-[y]) in eq. 2 above expresses a result of subtracting the matrix of the subject data y from the dummy
matrix, all of whose signal levels are high. Therefore, the term ([DDi]-[y]) is calculated so as to have high signal levels
for any subject data y whose pixels have low signal levels, and low signal levels for any subject data y whose pixels
have high signal levels. For example, this term will be calculated so as to have a high signal level for any black pixel in
subject data y. Thus, this term provides an expression on the basis of black pixels, under which the black pixels are
represented by the highest signal levels.
[0156] Matrix [x] is a matrix representing the key pattern x already on the basis of black pixels, i.e., the black pixels
are represented as "6000h" and the white pixels are represented as "0h". For example, if the pixel pattern of the center
line β shown in FIG. 17 is used as the key pattern x, then matrix [x] can be expressed as:
[x] = (6000h 6000h 0h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 6000h 0h 6000h 6000h).
[0157] Matrix [x]-1 represents an inverted pattern of matrix [x], that is:
[x]-1 = (0h 0h 6000h 0h 0h 0h 0h 0h 0h 0h 6000h 0h 0h) .
[0158] A coefficient SM is a weighting factor for the key pattern x. The coefficient SM is a sum of all pixel data in the
key pattern x, where the black pixels are represented as "6000h" and the white pixels are represented as "0h". For
example, if the key pattern x is the aforementioned center line β, then the coefficient SM =6000h�11+0h�2, since there
are eleven pixel data representing "6000h" and two pixel data representing "0h".
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[0159] A coefficient SMR is a weighting factor for the inverted key pattern x. For example, if the key pattern x is the
aforementioned center line β, then the coefficient SMR =6000h �2 + 0h�11, since there are eleven pixel data representing
"0h" and two pixel data representing " 6000h" in the inverted key pattern x.
[0160] The terms (SM�6000h) and (SMR�6000h) in eq. 2 provide weighting for the key pattern x and the inverted
key pattern x, respectively, ensuring that the highest correlation will be indicated by a correlation coefficient ρm=1 and
that the lowest correlation will be indicated by a correlation coefficient ρ m=-1.
[0161] Next, the principle by which eq. 2 produces a high correlation for pixel data coinciding with the reference mark
rm will be described. In accordance with the conventional calculation for the correlation coefficient ρ, which involves
division by standard deviations σx�σy, any pattern resembling the key pattern x due to flares in the optical system and
print smears would have indicated a high correlation even if their signal levels are different. In contrast, according to eq.
2 of the present invention, the calculated value of the term ([DDi]-[y]) becomes small for any resembling pattern having
different signal levels, resulting in an appropriately small correlation coefficient ρm. Thus, if the subject data y is a pattern
which resembles the key pattern x but has different signal levels from those of the key pattern x, eq. 2 produces a small
resultant correlation coefficient ρ m, thereby properly indicating a low correlation.
[0162] On the other hand, if the subject data y and the key pattern x do not resemble each other but happen to have
the same signal level, e.g., if the key pattern x is the center line β shown in FIG. 17 and the data y-6 to y+6 of matrix [y]
of the subject data y are all "0h" (i.e., a solid patch all of whose pixels are black), then the value of the term ([DDi]-[y])
in eq. 2 becomes maximum. However, the value of the term ([DDi]-[y])*[x]-1 (where the function of * is as defined above),
which is to be subtracted from the final value of the correlation coefficient ρm, also becomes maximum. Therefore, due
to the drastic subtraction, the resultant correlation coefficient ρm becomes small in the case where the subject data y is
the aforementioned solid patch. In contrast, if the subject data y is the pixel pattern constituting the center line β, then
the resultant correlation coefficient ρm becomes maximum to indicate a high correlation, because the value of the term
([DDi]-[y])*[x]-1 (where the function of * is as defined above) becomes small.
[0163] As described above, the CCD line sensors 2607 provided in the imaging device 26 read images with respect
to the three colors of RGB, and send printed-image data Dpdi of each of the RGB colors to the data storage section
271i. In the case of a black reference mark rm, the calculation of the correlation coefficient ρm is performed for each of
RGB images to determine correlation. In the case of a reference mark rm in a color other than black, a similar calculation
for those of RGB images corresponding to the colors of the reference mark rm may be performed to determine correlation.
[0164] Referring back to FIG. 15, the patch measurement device 27i determines whether or not the calculation of the
correlation coefficient ρm at step S564 has been performed so as to be centered around every one of the plurality of
pixels in the designated line for calculation (step S565). If there is any pixel for which a correlation coefficient ρm has
not been calculated, the pixel for calculation at step S564 is shifted by one pixel along the second printing direction (step
S568), and the control returns to step S564 with the resultant new pixel for calculation. On the other hand, if the patch
measurement device 27i determines at step S565 that a correlation coefficient ρm has been calculated with respect to
every one of the plurality of pixels at step S564, the control proceeds to the next step 566.
[0165] Next, the patch measurement device 27i determines whether or not the calculation of correlation coefficients
P m at step S564 has been performed for all of the plurality of pixel lines designated at step S561 (step S566). If there
is any pixel line for which correlation coefficients ρm have not been calculated, the line for calculation at step S563 is
shifted by one line along the first printing direction (step S569), and the control returns to step S563 with the resultant
new line for calculation. On the other hand, if the patch measurement device 27i determines at step S566 that the
calculation of correlation coefficients ρm in step S564 has been performed for all of the plurality of pixel lines, the control
proceeds to the next step S567.
[0166] At step S567, the patch measurement device 27i detects the maximum value among a number of correlation
coefficients P m calculated at step S564, and determines the pixel position associated with the detected maximum value
as the position of the crosspoint p of the reference mark rm. Thus, all processing illustrated in this flowchart is completed.
[0167] In the above-described flowchart, a maximum correlation coefficient ρm is detected at step S567 from among
all of the calculation results having been obtained. Alternatively, the calculation results may be constantly compared
every time a new correlation coefficient ρ m is calculated at step S564 and only the larger correlation coefficient ρm may
be stored each time, so that the correlation coefficient ρm which remains at the last round is always the maximum value.
[0168] Although the above embodiment illustrates an example where the outputs of the CCD line sensors 2607 are
represented as digital values in the range from "0h" to "6000h", it is also applicable to employ analog output values for
the calculation of correlation coefficients ρm.
[0169] Although the above embodiment illustrates an example where the reference mark rm is in the form of a cross
mark c, any other shape may be used. Although the illustrated key pattern x has a linear pattern consisting of thirteen
pixels, any other number of pixels may be used, and any pattern other than a linear pattern may be used. For example,
the present invention is also applicable where the key pattern x has a two-dimensional pattern.
[0170] Thus, in accordance with the patch measurement device 27i of the second embodiment, a correlation coefficient
is calculated with respect to a key pattern representing a reference mark, whereby the signal levels and shape thereof
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can be known with certainty. Therefore, the reference mark can be accurately detected. Thus, a clearly high correlation
can be detected relative to any pixels having signal levels close to those of the key pattern or any pattern resembling
the key pattern due to flares in the optical system and print smears. Moreover, the patch measurement device 27i only
needs to search the aforementioned read-out region (as opposed to the entire printed material S) for a reference mark,
and the calculation of correlation coefficients ρm by the patch measurement device 27i can be realized by employing a
simple formula, without having to calculate conventionally-used standard deviations. Thus, the reference mark detection
process is facilitated, and the processing speed can be enhanced.
[0171] Although the imaging device 26 in the above printing apparatus 2 is illustrated as being provided near the
discharge unit 241 to which printed materials S are discharged, the imaging device 26 may alternatively be disposed so
as to image a printed material S which is being transported on the impression cylinder 235 or the discharge drum 237.
Although color chart data Dcc is illustrated as being added at the terminal 1, color chart data which has been RIP-
processed may alternatively be added to previously RIP-processed image-to-print data at the print control section 21 or
the like. Although two imaging units 2602 are disposed side-by-side in the printing apparatus 2, one or three or more
imaging units 2602 may alternatively be provided. Although the printing apparatus 2 is illustrated as printing the control
strips cs at trailing end of the image im, the control strips cs may be alternatively printed at the leading end. The control
strips cs may be disposed at a position immediately after the image im, at a position which is a predetermined distance
away from the image im, or at any fixed position on the printing paper.
[0172] Although the above embodiment illustrates an example where the color density of patches composing a control
strip cs is measured in-line within the printing apparatus 2, it will be appreciated that the present invention is also
applicable to a separate measurement device for measuring the color density of printed material independently of the
printing apparatus 2. The measurement device according to the present invention may be incorporated in a conventional
printing apparatus. A program for calculating the correlation coefficient according to the present invention may be adopted
in a conventional printing apparatus comprising an in-line measurement device.
[0173] While the invention has been described In detail, the foregoing description is in all aspects illustrative and not
restrictive and it is understood that numerous other modifications and variations can be devised as far as these modifi-
cations and variations are covered by the claims.

Claims

1. A patch measurement device (27) for measuring color density of a patch (pc) in a control strip (cs) printed on paper,
wherein the patch measurement device (27) comprises:

a storage section (271) for storing imaged data representing the control strip (cs) on the paper;
a data sequence extraction section (2733) for extracting a predetermined number of data sequences from the
imaged data stored in the storage section, each data sequence being composed of a predetermined number
of pixel values encompassing a portion of the patch and a surrounding periphery thereof;
a patch position detection section (273) for detecting positions of pixels composing the data sequences and
representing the patch based on the pixel values composing the data sequences; and
a color density measurement section (274) for measuring color density of the patch (pc) whose position is
detected by the patch position detection section (273), based on values of the pixels representing the patch,
wherein
the patch position detection section includes a distribution calculation section (2734) for calculating, for each
data sequence extracted by the data sequence extraction section, a distribution profile of the pixel values
composing the data sequence,
the distribution calculation section substitutes, into a predetermined function, the pixel values composing each
data sequence to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile,
the patch position detection section detects a center of the patch based on the kurtosis calculated by the
distribution calculation section, and
the color density measurement section measures the color density of the patch based on the value of at least
one pixel located at the center of the patch detected by the patch position detection section.

2. The patch measurement device (27) according to claim 1, wherein the predetermined function is a Kurt function.

3. The patch measurement device (27) according to claim 1, wherein:

a reference mark (rm) is printed on the paper at a predetermined distance from the patch (pc); and
the imaged data comprises at least one pixel representing the reference mark (rm),
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wherein the patch measurement device (27) further comprises a reference mark (rm) detection section for
detecting the reference mark (rm) based on the imaged data stored in the storage section, and
wherein the patch position detection section (273) further comprises a pixel extraction section (2732) for ex-
tracting, from the imaged data stored in the storage section, pixels composing the patch (pc) and surrounding
pixels by referring to the reference mark (rm) detected by the reference mark (rm) detection section, and
wherein the data sequence extraction section (2733) extracts a predetermined number of data sequences from
the pixels extracted by the pixel extraction section (2732), each data sequence being composed of a predeter-
mined number of pixel values encompassing a portion of the patch (pc).

4. The patch measurement device (27) according to claim 3, wherein:

the patch (pc) printed on the paper is rectangular-shaped;
the imaged data includes M � N pixels representing the patch (pc), along a first dimension direction and a
second dimension direction, respectively, wherein M and N are natural numbers and the second dimension
direction is perpendicular to the first dimension direction,
wherein, from the imaged data stored in the storage section, the pixel extraction section (2732) extracts P x Q
pixel values composing the patch (pc) and a surrounding periphery thereof by referring to the reference mark
(rm) detected by the reference mark (rm) detection section, wherein P is the number of pixels present along
the first dimension direction and Q is the number of pixels present along the second dimension direction,
wherein, from each row of P pixels present along the first dimension direction extracted by the pixel extraction
section (2732), the data sequence extraction section (2733) extracts data sequences each composed of R pixel
values, the respective data sequences being shifted by one pixel along the first dimension direction and con-
taining different sets of R pixel values, wherein R is a natural number smaller than P,
wherein, for each data sequence, the distribution calculation section (2734) inputs the R pixel values composing
the data sequence to the predetermined Kurt function to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile, and
wherein, based on the kurtos is of the distribution profiles calculated by the distribution calculation section
(2734), the patch position detection section (273) detects a center of the patch (pc) for each of the Q rows
present along the second dimension direction.

5. The patch measurement device (27) according to claim 4, wherein R is an odd number greater than M.

6. The patch measurement device according to claim 1, wherein
the data sequence extraction section (2733) sequentially extracts, based on the imaged data stored in the storage
section, the data sequences each being composed of the predetermined number of the pixel values, encompassing
a portion of the patch and a surrounding periphery thereof, which are arranged along a first dimension direction,
such that each of the data sequences is shifted by one pixel along the first dimension direction, and
the patch position detection section detects the positions of the pixels composing the data sequences and repre-
senting the patch, based on the pixel values composing the data sequences which are sequentially extracted by
the data sequence extraction section (2733) such that each of the data sequences is shifted by one pixel along the
first dimension direction.

7. A patch measurement method for measuring color density of a patch (pc) in a control strip (cs) printed on paper,
wherein the patch measurement method comprises:

a storage step of storing imaged data representing the control strip (cs) on the paper;
a data sequence extraction step of extracting a predetermined number of data sequences from the imaged data
stored by the storage step, each data sequence being composed of a predetermined number of pixel values
encompassing a portion of the patch and a surrounding periphery thereof;
a patch position detection step of detecting positions of pixels composing the data sequences and representing
the patch based on the pixel values composing the data sequences; and
a color density measurement step for measuring color density of the patch (pc) whose position is detected by
the patch position detection step, based on values of the pixels representing the patch, wherein
the patch position detection step includes a distribution calculation step of calculating, for each data sequence
extracted by the data sequence extraction section, a distribution profile of the pixel values composing the data
sequence,
the distribution calculation step substitutes, into a predetermined function, the pixel values composing each
data sequence to calculate a kurtosis of the distribution profile,
the patch position detection step detects a center of the patch based on the kurtosis calculated by the distribution
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calculation step, and
the color density measurement step measures the color density of the patch based on the value of at least one
pixel located at the center of the patch detected by the patch position detection step.

8. The patch measurement method according to claim 7, wherein
the data sequence extraction step sequentially extracts, based on the imaged data stored in the storage step, the
data sequences each being composed of the predetermined number of the pixel values, encompassing a portion
of the patch and a surrounding periphery thereof, which are arranged along a first dimension direction, such that
each of the data sequences is shifted by one pixel along the first dimension direction, and
the patch position detection step detects the positions of the pixels composing the data sequences and representing
the patch, based on the pixel values composing the data sequences which are sequentially extracted by the data
sequence extraction step such that each of the data sequences is shifted by one pixel along the first dimension
direction.

Patentansprüche

1. Messstellenmessvorrichtung (27) zum Messen einer Farbdichte einer Messstelle (pc) in einem auf Papier gedruckten
Kontrollstreifen (cs), wobei die Messstellenmessvorrichtung (27) aufweist:

einen Speicherabschnitt (271) zum Speichern von Bilddaten, die den Kontrollstreifen (cs) an dem Papier aus-
bilden;
einen Datensequenzextrahierungsabschnitt (2733) zum Extrahieren einer vorbestimmten Anzahl von Daten-
sequenzen aus den in dem Speicherabschnitt gespeicherten Bilddaten, wobei jede Datensequenz aus einer
vorbestimmten Anzahl von Pixelwerten gebildet wird, die einen Abschnitt der Messstelle und einen diese um-
gebenden Randbereich umfassen;
einen Messstellenpositionserfassungsabschnitt (273) zum Erfassen von Positionen von die Datensequenzen
bildenden und die Messstelle darstellenden Pixeln auf der Grundlage von die Datensequenzen bildenden Pi-
xelwerten; und
einen Farbdichtemessabschnitt (274) zum Messen einer Farbdichte der Messstelle (pc), deren Position durch
den Messstellenpositionserfassungsabschnitt (273) erfasst wird, auf der Grundlage von Werten der die Mess-
stelle bildenden Pixel,
wobei der Messstellenpositionserfassungsabschnitt einen Verteilungsberechnungsabschnitt (2734) zum Be-
rechnen eines Verteilungsprofils von den die Datensequenz bildenden Pixelwerten für jede Datensequenz, die
durch den Datensequenzextrahierungsabschnitt extrahiert wird, umfasst,
wobei der Verteilungsberechnungsabschnitt die die jeweilige Datensequenz bildenden Pixelwerte in eine vor-
bestimmte Funktion einsetzt, um eine Kurtosis des Verteilungsprofils zu berechnen,
wobei der Messstellenpositionserfassungsabschnitt ein Zentrum der Messstelle auf der Grundlage der Kurtosis,
die durch den Verteilungsberechnungsabschnitt berechnet wird, erfasst, und
wobei der Farbdichtemessabschnitt die Farbdichte der Messstelle auf der Grundlage des Wertes von zumindest
einem Pixel, das in dem Zentrum der Messstelle angeordnet ist, das durch den Messstellenpositionserfassungs-
abschnitt erfasst wird, misst.

2. Messstellenmessvorrichtung (27) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die vorbestimmte Funktion eine Kurtosis-Funktion ist.

3. Messstellenmessvorrichtung (27) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei eine Bezugsmarke (rm) auf das Papier in einem vor-
bestimmten Abstand zu der Messstelle (pc) gedruckt ist; und
wobei die Bilddaten zumindest ein die Bezugsmarke (rm) bildendes Pixel aufweisen,
wobei die Messstellenmessvorrichtung (27) weiterhin einen Bezugsmarkenerfassungsabschnitt zum Erfassen der
Bezugsmarke (rm) auf der Grundlage der in dem Speicherabschnitt gespeicherten Bilddaten aufweist, und
wobei der Messstellenpositionserfassungsabschnitt (273) weiterhin einen Pixelextrahierungsabschnitt (2732) zum
Extrahieren von die Messstelle (pc) bildenden Pixeln und umgebenden Pixeln unter Bezugnahme auf die Bezugs-
marke (rm), die durch den Bezugsmarkenerfassungsabschnitt erfasst wird, aus den in dem Speicherabschnitt ge-
speicherten Bilddaten aufweist, und
wobei der Datensequenzextrahierungsabschnitt (2733) eine vorbestimmte Anzahl von Datensequenzen aus den
Pixeln, die durch den Pixelextrahierungsabschnitt (2732) extrahiert werden, extrahiert, wobei jede Datensequenz
aus einer vorbestimmten Anzahl von Pixelwerten gebildet wird, die einen Abschnitt der Messstelle (pc) umfassen.
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4. Messstellenmessvorrichtung (27) gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei die auf das Papier gedruckte Messstelle (pc) recht-
eckförmig ist;
wobei die Bilddaten M x N die Messstelle (pc) bildende Pixel entlang einer ersten Abmaßrichtung und einer zweiten
Abmaßrichtung umfassen, wobei M und N natürliche Zahlen sind und die zweite Abmaßrichtung senkrecht auf der
ersten Abmaßrichtung steht,
wobei der Pixelextrahierungsabschnitt (2732) aus den in dem Speicherabschnitt gespeicherten Bilddaten P x Q die
Messstelle (pc) und einen diese umgebenden Randbereich bildende Pixelwerte durch Bezugnahme auf die Be-
zugsmarke (rm), die durch den Bezugsmarkenerfassungsabschnitt erfasst wird, extrahiert, wobei P die Anzahl von
Pixeln ist, die entlang der ersten Abmaßrichtung vorliegen, und Q die Anzahl von Pixeln ist, die entlang der zweiten
Abmaßrichtung vorliegen,
wobei der Datensequenzextrahierungsabschnitt (2733) aus jeder Reihe von P Pixeln, die entlang der ersten Ab-
maßrichtung vorliegen und durch den Pixelextrahierungsabschnitt (2732) extrahiert werden, Datensequenzen ex-
trahiert, wovon jede aus R Pixelwerten gebildet wird, wobei die jeweiligen Datensequenzen um ein Pixel entlang
der ersten Abmaßrichtung versetzt sind und unterschiedliche Sätze von R Pixelwerten umfassen, wobei R eine
natürliche Zahl ist, die kleiner als P ist,
wobei der Verteilungsberechnungsabschnitt (2734) für jede Datensequenz die R die Datensequenz bildenden Pi-
xelwerte in die vorbestimmte Kurtosis-Funktion eingibt, um eine Kurtosis des Vertellungsprofils zu berechnen, und
wobei auf der Grundlage der Kurtosis des Verteilungsprofils, das durch den Verteilungsberechnungsabschnitt (2734)
berechnet wird, der Messstellenpositionserfassungsabschnitt (273) ein Zentrum der Messstelle (pc) für jede der Q
Reihen, die entlang der zweiten Abmaßrichtung vorliegen, erfasst.

5. Messstellenmessvorrichtung (27) gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei R eine ungerade Zahl ist, die größer als M ist.

6. Messstellenmessvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei
der Datensequenzextrahierungsabschnitt (2733) sequenziell die Datensequenzen auf der Grundlage der in dem
Speicherabschnitt gespeicherten Bilddaten, wobei jede Datensequenz durch die vorbestimmte Anzahl der Pixelwerte
gebildet wird, die einen Abschnitt der Messstelle und einen diese umgebenden Randbereich umfassen und welche
entlang einer ersten Abmaßrichtung angeordnet sind, extrahiert, so dass jede der Datensequenzen um ein Pixel
entlang der ersten Abmaßrichtung versetzt ist, und wobei
der Messstellenpositionserfassungsabschnitt die Positionen der die Datensequenzen und die Messstelle bildenden
Pixel auf der Grundlage der Pixelwerte erfasst, die die Datensequenzen bilden, welche sequenziell durch den
Datensequenzextrahierungsabschnitt (2733) extrahiert werden, so dass jede der Datensequenzen um ein Pixel
entlang der ersten Abmaßrichtung versetzt ist.

7. Messstellenmessverfahren zum Messen einer Farbdichte einer Messstelle (pc) in einem auf Papier gedruckten
Kontrollstreifen (cs), wobei das Messstellenmessverfahren die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

einen Speicherschritt zum Speichern von Bilddaten, die den Kontrollstreifen (cs) auf dem Papier ausbilden;
einen Datensequenzextrahierungsschritt zum Extrahieren einer vorbestimmten Anzahl von Datensequenzen
aus den Bilddaten, die durch den Speicherschritt gespeichert werden, wobei jede Datensequenz durch eine
vorbestimmte Anzahl von Pixelwerten gebildet wird, die einen Abschnitt der Messstelle und einen diese umge-
benden Randbereich umfassen;
einen Messstellenpositionserfassungsschritt zum Erfassen von Positionen von Pixeln, die die Datensequenzen
und die Messstelle bilden, auf der Grundlage der Pixelwerte, die die Datensequenzen bilden; und
einen Farbdichtemessungsschritt zum Messen einer Farbdichte der Messstelle (pc), deren Position durch den
Messstellenpositionserfassungsschritt erfasst wird, auf der Grundlage von Werten der Pixel, die die Messstelle
bilden, wobei
der Messstellenpositionserfassungsschritt einen Verteilungsberechnungsschritt zum Berechnen eines Vertei-
lungsprofils von den die Datensequenz bildenden Pixelwerten für jede Datensequenz, die durch den Datense-
quenzextrahierungsschritt extrahiert wird, umfasst,
wobei der Verteilungsberechnungsschritt die die jeweilige Datensequenz bildenden Pixelwerte in eine vorbe-
stimmte Funktion einsetzt, um eine Kurtosis des Verteilungsprofils zu berechnen,
wobei der Messstellenpositionserfassungsschritt ein Zentrum der Messstelle auf der Grundlage der Kurtosis,
die durch den Verteilungsberechnungsschritt berechnet wird, erfasst, und
wobei der Farbdichtemessschritt die Farbdichte der Messstelle auf der Grundlage des Werts von zumindest
einem Pixel, das in dem Zentrum der Messstelle angeordnet ist, das von dem Messstellenpositionserfassungs-
schritt erfasst wird, misst.
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8. Messstellenmessverfahren gemäß Anspruch 7, wobei
der Datensequenzextrahierungsschritt sequenziell die Datensequenzen auf der Grundlage der in dem Speicher-
schritt gespeicherten Bilddaten, wobei jede Datensequenz aus der vorbestimmten Anzahl von Pixelwerten gebildet
wird, die einen Abschnitt der Messstelle und einen diese umgebenden Randbereich umfassen und welche entlang
einer ersten Abmaßrichtung angeordnet sind, extrahiert, so dass jede der Datensequenzen um ein Pixel entlang
der ersten Abmaßrichtung versetzt ist, und
der Messstellenpositionserfassungsschritt die Positionen der Pixel, die die Datensequenzen und die Messstelle
bilden, auf der Grundlage der Pixelwerte erfasst, die die Datensequenzen bilden, welche sequenziell durch den
Datensequenzextrahierungsschritt extrahiert werden, so dass jede der Datensequenzen um ein Pixel entlang der
ersten Abmaßrichtung versetzt ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs (27) destiné à mesurer la densité de couleurs d’une barre de couleurs
(pc) dans une bande de contrôle (cs) imprimée sur un papier,
dans lequel le dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs (27) comprend :

une section de stockage (271) pour stocker des données mises en image représentant la bande de contrôle
(cs) sur le papier ;
une section d’extraction (2733) de séquences de données pour extraire un nombre prédéterminé de séquences
de données à partir des données mises en image stockées dans la section de stockage, chaque séquence de
données étant composée d’un nombre prédéterminé de valeurs de pixels englobant une partie de la barre de
couleurs et la périphérie qui l’entoure ;
une section de détection (273) de la position de la barre de couleurs pour détecter des positions de pixels
composant les séquences de données et représentant la barre de couleurs sur la base des valeurs de pixels
qui composent les séquences de données ; et
une section de mesure (274) de la densité de couleur pour mesurer la densité de couleur de la barre de couleurs
(pc) dont la position est détectée par la section de détection (273) de la position de barre de couleurs, sur la
base des valeurs de pixels représentant la barre de couleurs, dans lequel
la section de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs comporte une section de calcul (2734) de distribution
pour calculer, pour chaque séquence de données extraite par la section d’extraction de séquences de données,
un profil de distribution des valeurs de pixels composant la séquence de données,
la section de calcul de distribution substitue, en une fonction prédéterminée, les valeurs de pixels composant
chaque séquence de données pour calculer un degré d’aplatissement du profil de distribution,
la section de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs détecte un centre de la barre de couleurs sur la
base du degré d’aplatissement calculé par la section de calcul de distribution, et
la section de mesure de la densité de couleurs mesure la densité de couleurs de la barre de couleurs sur la
base de la valeur d’au moins un pixel situé au centre de la barre de couleurs détecté par la section de détection
de la position de la barre de couleurs.

2. Dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs (27) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la fonction prédéterminée est
une fonction curtique.

3. Dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs (27) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

une marque de référence (rm) est imprimée sur le papier à une distance prédéterminée de la barre de couleurs
(pc) ; et
les données mises en image comprennent au moins un pixel représentant la marque de référence (rm) ;
où le dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs (27) comprend en outre une section de détection de la marque
de référence (rm) destinée à détecter la marque de référence (rm) sur la base des données mises en image
stockées dans la section de stockage, et
où la section de détection (273) de la position de la barre de couleurs comprend en outre une section d’extraction
de pixels (2732) destinée à extraire, à partir des données mises en image stockées dans la section de stockage,
des pixels composant la barre de couleurs (pc) et des pixels qui l’entourent en se référant à la marque de
référence (rm) détectée par la section de détection de marque de référence (rm), et
où la section d’extraction (2733) de séquences de données extrait un nombre prédéterminé de séquences de
données à partir des pixels extraits par la section d’extraction de pixels (2732), chaque séquence de données
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étant composée d’un nombre prédéterminé de valeurs de pixels englobant une partie de la barre de couleurs (pc).

4. Dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs (27) selon la revendication 3, dans lequel :

la barre de couleurs (pc) imprimée sur le papier est de forme rectangulaire ;
les données mises en image comportent M x N pixels représentant la barre de couleurs (pc), dans la direction
d’une première dimension et dans la direction d’une deuxième dimension, respectivement, où M et N sont des
nombres naturels et la direction de la deuxième dimension est perpendiculaire à la direction de la première
dimension,
dans lequel, à partir des données mises en image stockées dans la section de stockage, la section d’extraction
de pixels (2732) extrait P x Q valeurs de pixels composant la barre de couleurs (pc) et sa périphérie environnante
en se référant à la marque de référence (rm) détectée par la section de détection de marque de référence (rm),
où P est le nombre de pixels présents le long de la direction de la première dimension et Q est le nombre de
pixels présents le long de la direction de la deuxième dimension,
dans lequel, à partir de chaque rangée de P pixels présents le long de la direction de la première dimension
extraits par la section d’extraction de pixels (2732), la section d’extraction (2733) de séquences de données
extrait des séquences de données chacune composée de R valeurs de pixels, les séquences de données
respectives étant décalées d’un pixel le long de la direction de la première dimension et contenant différents
ensembles de R valeurs de pixel, où R est un nombre naturel inférieur à P,
dans lequel, pour chaque séquence de données, la section de calcul (2734) de distribution rentre les R valeurs
de pixel composant la séquence de données dans la fonction curtique prédéterminée pour calculer un degré
d’aplatissement du profil de distribution, et
dans lequel, sur la base du degré d’aplatissement des profils de distribution calculés par la section de calcul
(2734) de distribution, la section de détection (273) de la position de la barre de couleurs détecte un centre de
la barre de couleurs (pc) pour chacune des Q rangées présente le long de la deuxième direction de dimension.

5. Dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs (27) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel R est un nombre impair supérieur
à M.

6. Dispositif de mesure de barre de couleurs selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la section d’extraction (2733) de séquences de données extrait séquentiellement, sur la base des données mises
en image stockées dans la section de stockage, chacune des séquences de données étant composée du nombre
prédéterminé des valeurs de pixels, englobant une partie de la barre de couleurs et sa périphérie environnante, qui
sont disposées le long de la direction d’une première dimension, de sorte que chacune des séquences de données
soit décalée d’un pixel le long de la direction de la première dimension, et
la section de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs détecte les positions des pixels composant les séquences
de données et représentant la barre de couleurs, sur la base des valeurs de pixels composant les séquences de
données qui sont séquentiellement extraites par la section d’extraction (2733) de séquences de données de sorte
que chacune des séquences de données soit décalée d’un pixel le long de la direction de la première dimension.

7. Procédé de mesure de barre de couleurs pour mesurer la densité de couleur d’une barre de couleurs (pc) dans une
bande de contrôle (cs) imprimée sur un papier ;
dans lequel le procédé de mesure de barre de couleurs comprend :

une étape de stockage pour stocker des données mises en image représentant la bande de contrôle (cs) sur
le papier ;
une étape d’extraction de séquences de données pour extraire un nombre prédéterminé de séquences de
données à partir des données mises en image stockées dans l’étape de stockage, chaque séquence de données
étant composée d’un nombre prédéterminé de valeurs de pixels englobant une partie de la barre de couleurs
et sa périphérie environnante ;
une étape de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs pour détecter des positions de pixels composant
les séquences de données et représentant la barre de couleurs sur la base des valeurs de pixels composant
les séquences de données ; et
une étape de mesure de densité de couleurs pour mesurer la densité de couleurs de la barre de couleurs (pc)
dont la position est détectée dans l’étape de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs, sur la base des
valeurs de pixels représentant la barre de couleurs, dans lequel
l’étape de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs comprend une étape de calcul de distribution pour
calculer, pour chaque séquence de données extraite par la section d’extraction de séquences de données, un
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profil de distribution des valeurs de pixels composant la séquence de données,
l’étape de calcul de distribution substitue, dans une fonction prédéterminée, les valeurs de pixels composant
chaque séquence de données pour calculer un degré d’aplatissement du profil de distribution,
l’étape de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs détecte un centre de la barre de couleurs sur la base
du degré d’aplatissement calculé par l’étape de calcul de distribution, et
l’étape de mesure de densité de couleurs mesure la densité de couleurs de la barre de couleurs sur la base
de la valeur d’au moins un pixel situé au centre de la barre de couleurs que détecte l’étape de détection de la
position de barre de couleurs.

8. Procédé de mesure de barre de couleurs selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
l’étape d’extraction de séquences de données extrait séquentiellement, sur la base des données mises en image
stockées dans l’étape de stockage, des séquences de données chacune étant composée du nombre prédéterminé
des valeurs de pixels, englobant une partie de la barre de couleurs et sa périphérie environnante, qui sont disposées
le long de la direction d’une première dimension, de sorte que chacune des séquences de données soit décalée
d’un pixel le long de la direction de la première dimension, et
l’étape de détection de la position de la barre de couleurs détecte les positions des pixels composant les séquences
de données et représentant la barre de couleurs, sur la base des valeurs de pixels qui composent les séquences
de données qui sont séquentiellement extraites par l’étape d’extraction de séquences de données de sorte que
chacune des séquences de données soit décalée d’un pixel le long de la direction de la première de dimension.
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